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FOREWORD 
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ter izat ion of t he  Pyr rones  as Thermal  S t ruc tura l  Mater ia l s .  The  work  
was  adminis tered  by  the  Chemistry  and  Physics   Branch,   Langley  Research 
Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, with 
Mr .  Warren  C. Kelliher as Project  Engineer .  
The  program  at   Hughes  was  performed  under   the  direct ion of 
Mr. Boyce G. Kimmel,  Head,  Plast ics  Research Group,  Mater ia ls  
Technology Department,  Research and Development Division. 
Dr. Leroy J. Mil ler  directed the synthesis  and chemical  character iza-  
tion of the polymer systems, and Mr. Lowell  E. Karre  was responkible  
for  the  development of the  syntact ic   foam  systems  and  the  character i -  
zation of both  the  syntactic  and  the  chemically  blown  systems. 
The assis tance of Mr. Ray E. Lawrence in chemical synthesis 
and Mr. W. Ken Johnson and Mr. Fred H. Smith in fabrication is 
gratefully  acknowledged. 
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION O F  THE  PYRRONES 
AS THERMAL STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 
By B. G. Kimmel* and L.E. Karre 
* 
1.0 SUMMARY 
This  report   describes  the  development of techniques  for  preparing 
foams of var ious   dens i t ies   f rom the Pyrrone  polymers   which are 
formed  by  the  condensation  reaction of aromatic  dianhydrides  with 
a romat ic   t e t raamines .  
The work was divided into two principal phases: feasibility 
studies and  the  preparation  and  characterization of Pyrrone   foams.  
In   the  f i rs t   phase,   the   feasibi l i ty  of preparing  foams  f rom  poly-  
m e r s   f o r m e d  by  the  condensation of 3,3'-diaminobenzidine  (DAB)  with 
either  pyromelli t ic  dianhydride  (PMDA)  or 3, 3',   4,4'-benzophenone 
tetracarboxylic dianhydride (BTDA) was investigated. Approaches 
used  to  prepare  foams  included  the  controlled  heating of Pyrrone   so lu-  
t ions,   the  use of volatile fillers, the addition of thermally  activated 
chemical  blowing  agents,   and  the  incorporation of l ightweight  f i l lers.  
F r o m   t h e   r e s u l t s  of the  feasibil i ty  studies,   the  last   two  approaches,  
blowing agents and lightweight fillers, were chosen for further study 
a n d  optimization. Although good foams were produced by the first  two 
methods,   heating of Pyrrone  solutions and  the use of volat i le   f i l lers ,  
these  methods  were  not  felt   to  be  adaptable  to  the  fabrication of la rge  
foam sect ions.  Also as  a resu l t  of the feasibil i ty studies,  no fur ther  
effort  was  expended  on  the  nearly  intractable  PMDA-DAB  polymers. 
I n  the  second  phase,  two  types of Pyrrone  foam  were  developed 
and characterized: a chemically blown foam and a syntactic foam. The 
in i t ia l  goal of this  effort   was  to  produce  foams of 3 0  and 60 pounds  per 
cubic  foot  densities,  but  was  later  expanded  to  include  production  and 
$Members  of the Technical Staff, Materials  Technology  Department,  
Research and Development Division, Hughes Aircraft  Company, Culver 
City,   California.  
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charac te r iza t ion  of the chemically  blown  and  syntactic  foams  over the 
range of densit ies obtainable by these techniques.  The character iza-  
t ion  tests  included  the  determination of the  compressive  and  tensile 
s t rength   over  the t empera tu re   r ange   f rom -100" to  700"F, thermal   con-  
ductivity, and specific heat. The results of th i s  charac te r iza t ion  ind i -  
cate that both  types of Pyr rone   foam  show  promise  as the rma l   s t ruc tu ra l  
mater ia l s   for   aerospace   appl ica t ions .  
4 
2 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
'The P y r r o n e s  (polyimidazopyrrolones), a new class of polymer 
developed at the NASA Langley  Research  Center ,   offer   promise  in  
present and future aerospace applications (reference 1). The  ladder -  
l ike   s t ruc tures  of these   a romat ic   he te rocycl ic   po lymers   have  a g r e a t e r  
proportion of aromatic   cycl ic   groups than any  other  developmental 
polymer.  
Pyrrones  may  be  synthesized  by  the  react ion of cyclic 
dianhydrides  and  tetraamines  under  comparatively  simple  reaction 
conditions.  Depending on the start ing materials,  two basic structures 
can be obtained: the "stepladder" and the "ladder" polymers. In the 
s tepladder   form,   the  polyaromatic   moiet ies   are   l inked by single bonds. 
The l a d d e r  polymer  is  linked  by  double  bonds at each  end of the  basic  
Pyrrone  uni t   to   form a continuous  double  strand  polymer. 
The  principal  objectives of this   program  are   the  development  of 
processing  techniques  for  the  preparation of Pyr rone   foams  and   the i r  
charac te r iza t ion  as  poten t ia l  thermal  s t ruc tura l  mater ia l s .  An implied 
objective i s  the preparat ion of Pyrrone  prepolymers  with  sufficient 
tractabil i ty  to  al low  subsequent  processing  into a cel lular   s t ructure .  
The   program  was  limited to  the  development  and  characterization of 
chemically  blown  foams  and  syntactic  foams  with 20 to 6 0  pounds  per 
cubic   foot   densi t ies   f rom  Pyrrones  prepared  by  the  react ion of 
3 ,3 ' -diaminobenzidine  with  e i ther   3 ,3 ' ,   4 ,4 ' -benzophenone  te t ra-  
carboxylic dianhydride (BTDA) or pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA). 
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3.0 PYRRONE  CHEMISTRY 
T h e   P y r r o n e s   a r e  a c l a s s  of heterocycl ic   aromatic   polymers  
having  the  following  moiety as a recurring  unit  in the  polymer  chain: 
n 
0 
This  type of polymer  was  prepared  by  Bell  and  Pezdir tz   under   the  name 
polyimidazopyrrolones or  Pyrrone (references 2 ,  3, 4, 5). Other 
researchers in this f ield,  including Dawans and Marvel,  referred to 
these  polymers  as polybenzimidazolimides  (reference 6 )  while Colson, 
Michel   and  Paufler   ( reference 7) re fe r red   to   th i s   c lass  of po lymers   a s  
polybenzoylenebenzimidazoles. 
Pyrrones  general ly   have  been  synthesized by the  reaction of 
aromatic  dianhydrides  with aromatic  te t raamines.  The react ions are  
i l lustrated by the  typical  equations  shown  below  for  pyromellitic  dian- 
hydride (PMDA) and 3, 3"diaminobenzidine (DAB). 
n I 
0 0 I 
IV 
5 
Severa l   i somer ic   s t ruc tures  are poss ib le   for   each  of the indicated 
types of polymers .  The ini t ia l  react ion product  (I) is a polyamide which 
undergoes  two  successive  condensation  reactions  to  form  the  Pyrrone 
s t ruc tu re  (IV). Two  main  routes  to the  fully  cyclized  polymer are  possible. 
Colson, Michel a n d  Paufler  found  that   the  preferred  route  at   tempera- 
tures   between 130 - 150°C led to the formation of the polyimide (11), 
whi le   o thers   ( re ferences  3 , 6 )  found  evidence  for the involvement of 
both polyimide and polybenzimidazole (111) intermediates .  
Although the Pyrrone (IV) is insoluble,  the amine-amide-acid 
(A-A-A) polymer ( I )  dissolves  readi ly  in such solvents as  N , N -  
dimethylacetamide (DMAc) and N,N-dimethylformamide ( D M F ) ,  f r o m  
which strong, but brit t le,  films can be cast. Cyclocondensation to 
convert  (I) to (11) occurs   a t   about  130 to 150°C in a f i lm,   and  fur ther  
condensation to form IV takes place above 200"C,  with temperatures  as  
high as 2 5 0 ° C  required for complete conversion (reference 7 ) .  
One  reason  for   the  interest  in Pyrrones  is   the   possibi l i ty  of fo rm-  
ing ladder polymers,  which theoretically should possess a considerable 
advantage   over   s ing le-s t randed   po lymers   in   t e rms  of stabil i ty  to  radia- 
tion and heat. Such a ladder   polymer  can  be  formed  ( references 2 , 3 ,  4, 
6 ,  7)  from  pyromelli t ic  dianhydride  (PMDA)  and 1, 2,4, 5-tetraamino-  
benzene (TAB). 
P 
0 0 
PMDA TAB 
Most of the known Pyrrone polymers,  however,  have only a p a r -  
t ial   ladder  structure  and  have  been  dubbed  "stepladder"  polymers 
( re ferences  1, 2,3,4). 
6 
These   po lymers  a r e  exemplif ied  by  polymers  (IV) and  (VI),   the  lat ter 
being  derived from 3 , 3  ‘ ,4,4’ -benzophenone  tetracarboxylic  dianhydride 
(BTDA) and DAB.. 
RTDA 
r 
DAB 
V I  
The nature  and  extent of crosslinking  may  have a significant 
effect on the proper t ies  of the cured product .  Simple crossl inks prob-  
ably do not  exist   to a great  extent,   but a three-dimensional   polymer 
can result  from extensive branching. Two types of stable branching 
seem likely to be present, one involving imido linkages (VII) and the 
other  having  benzimidazole  groups (VLTI). 
V I 1  
Gelation of the A - A - A  polymer ( I )  occurs  quickly in solution  when 
a slight excess of dianhydride is added, but not when an excess of 
tetraamine is present ( re ference  7 ) .  Amide crosslinks (as shown in 
IX) are considered to be the cause of this gelation, since the amide 
7 
groups are formed  only  with anhydride  and  not  with the much less   re-  
active carboxyl groups. These crosslinks would appear to be conducive 
to the formation of imide  branches  or  crosslinks of the type shown in 
(VU) and (X). 
I (A- A- A) I PMDA 
n 
I X  
heat 
X 
8 
. ". 
Using  phthalic  anhydride  and  o-phenylenediamine  as  model  compounds,  
however, Dawans and Marvel found a tendency  to  form  branches of the 
type  indicated by (VIII)  and  reported  none of the type shown in (VII). 
Pyrrone  polymerizat ions  have  been  carr ied  out   both in  a mel t  
and in solution. Preferred solvents have been DMAc, DMF, dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO), and polyphosphoric acid, but bis(2-methoxyethyl) 
ethcr (diglyme), phenol. and pyridine have also been used. Strong 
bonding  between  the  polymer  and  the  solvent  (references 2,3,4) as well 
as  between  the  polymer  and  moisture  from  the air ( re ference  5) has   been 
noted. Interaction between the monomers and certain solvents i s  a l so  
likely. 
With  few  exceptions,  the  monomers  always  have  been  the  dianhy- 
dr ide  and  the  te t raamine  or   the  te t raamine  te t rahydrochlor ide.   Bel l   and 
Jewel1  (reference 5) have  reported  using 2 ,  5-dicarbomethoxyterephthaloyl 
chloride  in  place of PMDA  with  no  apparent  change i n  polymer  propert ies .  
Free   t e t racarboxyl ic   ac ids   were   reac ted   wi th   t e t raamines   to   p repare  
polybenzimidazobenzophenanthrolines, a c l a s s  of polymer  which  is  
re la ted  s t ruc tura l ly  to  the  Pyrrones  ( re ferences  8, 9). Pyr rone  synthes is  
i n  phenol  (reference 4) almost   cer ta inly  proceeds i n  part   through  phenyl 
es ter   intermediates ,   a l though  this   was  not   specif ical ly   ment ioned i n  the 
repor t  by Dawans  and  Marvel. 
0 0 
I Y 
0 0 
A prior interaction between the monomers and other solvents is also 
conceivable, and such reactions would alter the actual monomers. 
During initial work  with  these  polymers  in  polar  solvents  such  as 
DMAc and  DMF,  (references 1 0 , l l )  it was  observed  that   the  solvent free 
I polymer  was  infusible  and  adequate  flow  could  be  obtained  uring  cure 
only  by  allowing  some  solvent  to  remain  in  the  polymer  duringprocessing. 
9 
_. .. . . .  ._ . 
Infusibility of the polymer,   which  was  actually  the  amine-amide-acid 
( A - A - A )  polymer,   was  a t t r ibuted  to   the  s t rong  e lectrostat ic   a t t ract ions 
between  the  ionic   s i tes   on  the  zwit ter ionic   forms of the A - A - A  polymer.  
For   the  A - A - A  polymer   der ived   f rom  3 ,3 '4 ,4 ' -benzophenone   te t racar -  
boxylic dianhydride ( B T D A )  and 3,3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB) this ionic 
structure  is   indicated  by (XI) .  
In order   to   avoid  the  formation of an  ionic  polymer  i t   was  decided 
to  employ  tetracarboxylic  acid  derivatives  other  than  the  dianhydrides.  
Esters   and  imides  were  suggested as being  useful  monomers  for  this 
purpose,  the anticipated reactions follow. 
10 
0 0 
\ /NH3 X V I  -H20 
r 0 0 n 1 
L 
VI 
Jn 
Instead of the A - A - A  polymer,   the  derivatives (XI1 and X W o f  
the A-A-A polymer  are   obtained,   and  the -COOH groups   a re   rep laced  
with the neutral -COOR o r  - CONHZ groups.  Both processes can pro- 
duce  the  same  polyimide (XIII) as that  obtained  by  starting  with  the 
dianhydride, but different polybenzimidazole derivatives (XIV and XVI) 
are  formed.  Theoret ical ly ,  a l l  processes  eventual ly  lead to  the same 
Pyrrone (VI). However, none of the intermediates  are  ionic  when the 
or ig ina l   monomer   i s   e i ther   the   d i imide   o r   the   t e t raes te r .  
The  nonionic  character of the  intermediates  would  be  expected  not 
only  to  improve  the  flow  properties  of  the  polymers  during  cure  but  to 
enhance their  solubili ty i n  less  polar  solvents .  Solvents  less  polar  than 
DMAc should  be  more  easily  removed  than DMAc, and the problem of 
hydrolysis of the bound DMAc could be avoided. Of the two possible 
nonionic intermediates (XI1 and XV), t he   amine -amide -es t e r   (A-A-E)  
polymer (XII)  was preferred s ince esters  general ly  have lower melt ing 
points  than  amides. 
Exploratory  work  at  NASA- Langley  Research  Center  indicated 
that  improved  Pyrrones  could be obtained by preparing  the  polymers in 
ethylene glycol. Subsequent work at Hughes (references 10, 11) indicated 
that  composities  with  improved  mechanical  strength  properties  could  be 
developed with the ethylene glycol resin systems. Therefore, those 
resin  systems  formed  through  e thylene  glycol   es ter   intermediates   were 
selected  for   use  in   the  foam  development   program. 
Initial  studies  involving  oven  foaming of the  l iquid  resins  met 
with only partial success. Although uniform, fine-celled foams were 
made by oven  foaming,  this  method  apparently  could  not  be  extended  to 
preparing foams of relatively large dimensions.  The emphasis was 
shifted  from  oven  foaming  these  l iquid  resins  to  molding  syntactic 
foams  from  resin  powders  obtained by precipitating  the  liquid  resins 
in water.  The init ial  evaluation of these ethylene glycol type resins is  
presented in Section 4. and subsequent work to develop syntactic foams 
in  the  density  range  from 30 to  60 pounds p e r  cubic foot i s  presented  in 
Section 6. 
More   r ecen t   r e sea rch  at Hughes  (reference  11)  revealed that the 
res ins ,   formed  f rom DAB and  the  ethyl  alcohol  esters of BTDA,  showed 
mechanical  strength  values  comparable  to  the  BTDA-EG-DAB  resins  and 
thermal  properties  appreciably  superior  to  the  BTDA-EG-DAB  resins.  
The  init ial   evaluation of the  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  resin  is   presented  in  Sec- 
t ion 4. and  subsequent  work  to  develop  chemically  blown  foams  in  the 
densi ty   range  f rom 15 to  45 pounds  per  cubic  foot i s   p resented   in   Sec t ion  5. 
1 2  
4 .0  FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
4.1 APPROACHES 
Four   approaches   for   p repar ing   Pyr ronc   foams  wcre   cons idered  
sufficiently promising to warrant serious investigation. These were 
A. Rem.ova1 o f  solvent from a solution of the prepolymer by 
controlled  oven  heating  to  leave a ce l lu la r   res idue  
B. Molding of a Pyrrone containing a suitablc volati le f i l ler  and 
subsequcnt  volatilization of the  f i l ler   during  postcure of the 
Pyr   rone  
C. Curing of a prepolymer containing a heat-sensi t ive,  chemi-  
cal  blowing  agcnt  with a suitable  decomposition  temperature 
D. The molding of a mixture of the prepolymer and a lightweight 
fi l ler  such a s  hollow glass spheres.  
It was  found  (reference 11) that f ine-cel led,   uniform  Pyrrone  foams 
could be p repa red  by the controlled  oven  heating of one  type of P y r r o n e  
resin.  Specif ical ly ,  Pyrrone prepolymers  prepared in  e thylene glycol  
f rom  the   d iac id   d ies te r  of the dianhydride  and  the  tetramine  produce 
foams when heated. This method seems to be equally applicable to 
P y r r o n e   p r e p o l y m e r s   p r e p a r e d   f r o m  the react ion of DAB with either 
BTDA o r  PMDA. 
The  second  method  tried w a s  a variation of one  method  for 
obtaining ceramic foams. In this method, a molding is prepared from 
a mixture  of the  prepolymer  and a filler  which  will  volatilize  during 
the subsequent postcure to leave a porous structure.  The relatively 
high  postcure  tcmperaturcs  required to form  the-   Pyr rone   s t ruc ture  
makes  this   method  very  a t t ract ive.  
The  success  of the third method, producing a Pyrrone   foam  by  
the  use of a thermally  activated  chemical  blowing  agent,depends  on 
three   main   fac tors :  (1) the  use of a prepolymer with a controlled 
melting point range, ( 2 )  a satisfactory  melt   viscosity  above  the  melting 
point  and ( 3 )  a blowing  agent  with a decomposi t ion  temperature   some- 
what  above  the  melting  point of the  prepolymer.  
LP 
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The  fourth  method is s imple  in   pr inciple  - the  molding of the 
co r rec t   p ropor t ions  of prepolymer  and a l ightweight  f i l ler   such  as 
hollow  glass  bubbles  to  obtain a composi te   mater ia l  of the  desired 
density. Ideally, the finished molding should consist of uniformly 
distributed, unbroken bubbles in a voidfree  cured  polymeric   matr ix .  
On the one hand, the prepolymer should be sufficiently advanced to 
preclude  the  evolution of unduly  large  quantities of volati le  reaction 
products during cure.  On the other hand, if the prepolymer is  
advanced  too  far ,   excessively  high  cur ing  pressures   may  be  required 
which  can  resul t   in  a large  f ract ion of broken bubbles.  In the latter 
case,  moldings of undesirably high density will be obtained. By the 
u s e  of well  chosen  processing  conditions, a fairly  wide  range of den- 
sities should be obtainable by this method. The upper density limit 
is  that  of the cured, unfilled, voidfree polymer, while the lower limit 
will  also  depend  on  the  true  density  and  the  packing  fraction of the 
glass  bubbles.  
4.1A OVEN HEATING O F  PYRRONE PREPOLYMERS 
Background 
The  f i rs t   Pyrrone  foam  was  prepared  inadvertent ly   during  an 
attempt  to  coat a metal  reed  with  BTDA-EG-DAB  polymer  for  dynamic 
modulus measurements .  The prepolymer used had been prepared in  
ethylene  glycol  solution  by  the  reaction of DAB with  the  diacid  diester of 
BTDA (reference 11). Examination of the polymer-coated reeds following 
measu remen t  of the  dynamic  modulus  revealed a dark  colored,   apparent ly  
void-free  surface  layer   covering a yellow, foam-like material. Because 
of this unexpected  result ,  a small quantity  of the same prepo lymer   i n  
ethylene glycol solution was heated for 4 hours   a t  3 0 0 ° F .  A very  uni-  
form, fine-celled foam, with a density of approximately 3 3  pounds per 
cubic foot, was the result. Subsequent postcuring of t h i s  foam f rom 
275 O to 600" F yielded a hard,  tough  foam  with a densi ty  of approximately 
26 pounds per cubic foot. The foam apparently does not form by simple 
volatilization of the ethylene glycol. Usually, after about 20  minutes  of 
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heat ing  a t  300"F, the  prepolymer  solution  changes  into a rubbery  gel .  
The  subsequent  evaporation of the  ethylene  glycol  then leaves a porous 
Pyrrone. Microscopic examination shows a fine, uniform, relatively 
open-celled  structure  with  an  average  cell   diameter of about 0.0015 
inch. In appearance,  the material  resembles hard,  brown leather.  
Effect of Processing  Condi t ions  on  Densi ty  of BTDA-EC-DAB Foams  
A series  of  six  BTDA-EG-DAB  prepolymers  was  prepared  using 
vary ing   reac t ion   t imes   a t   reac t ion   tempera tures  of 75" and  100°C. 
The BTDA was  purified  by  heating  overnight  at 200°C in  an  argon 
a tmosphere   a t   ambient   p ressure .   The  DAB was used as received with 
no attempt at  further purification. The ethylene glycol was purified by 
simple  dist i l lat ion  under  argon,  with  the  fraction  boil ing  in  the  range 
of 195" -197°C  being  collected. 
Purified B T D A ,  96.6 gm (0.3 mole), was dissolved in 150 m l  of 
hot, purified ethylene glycol. The DAB solution was made by adding 
64.2  gm ( 0 .  3 mole) of DAB to 325 m l  of hot,  purified  ethylene  glycol 
while stirring. The BTDA solution, heated to a specif ied temperature  
w a s  added to the DAB solut ion  a t   the   same  temperature   while   s t i r r ing.  
The  resul tant   solut ion  was  then  s t i r red  for  a specified  period  under 
argon. 
A s e r i e s  of foams  was  made  by  oven  heat ing  a t   var ious  tempera-  
tu res   smal l   quant i t ies  Qf each of the  BTDA-EG-DAB  prepolymers  made 
a s  described in the preceding paragraph. In each case,  25 gm of 
resin  contained  in  an  aluminum  weighing d i s h  was  heated  at  the  speci- 
f ied oven temperature for 16 hours.  The result ing foams were post-  
cured   f rom 275" to  700°F  over a period of 28 hours   in   an  argon  a tmos-  
phere.   The  densi ty  of each  foam  was  measured  before  and  after 
postcure.  The resul ts  are  summarized in  Table  I. 
Both  the  synthesis  conditions  and  the  oven  temperature  markedly 
affect  the  final  foam  density of BTDA-EG-DAB  foams  obtained  by  this 
method. 
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Table I. Effect of Processing Conditions on Density 
of  BTDA-EG-DAB  Foams 
I Prepolymer  Reaction  Conditions 
Solution  Mixing 
Resin  Temperature ,   Time,  
No .  "C  minute  8 
6 6A 75 15 
Oven 
Tempera ture  
" F  
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
275 
300 
325 
350 
375 
400 
275 
300 
325 
35 0 
375 
400 
~ ~ 
. " 
~ " . "~___ - 
Density,  lb/cu ft  
Before 
Postcure 
38.9 
44.7 
36.6 
30.2 
27. 1 
23.8 
43.8 
42.7 
31.5 
28.0 
21.6 
12.4 
32.1 
31. 9 
29. 0 
27.6 
23.8 
18.4 
44.7 
53.5 
32.2 
32.9 
32.8 
14.9 
34.0 
35.3 
33.5 
30. 0 
27.3 
17.4 
21.3 
21.1 
~. 
. ~ _ _  ~~ 
* 
.b 
1. 
18.3 
19. 1 
After 
Pos  tcure  
23.8 
25. 1 
34. 6 
29.0 
25.2 
19. 7 
22.0 
25.9 
29.8 
26.5 
19.4 
12.0 
21.5 
22.9 
27. 1 
25.6 
22.7 
17. 8 
23.9 
26.5 
30. 6 
30. 8 
25.4 
14. 1 
24. 1 
24.4 
31.4 
28.0 
25.7 
16.8 
19.3 
19. 8 
- 
- 
rb 
-8- 
.b 
-0- 
17.4 
18.3 
~ 
:Specimen broke. Density not determined. 
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Effect  of  Processing  Conditions  on  Density of PMDA-EG-DAB Foams  
The  oven  foaming  of'BTDA-EG-DAB  prepolymers  described  in 
the  previous  section  was  repeated  on a s e r i e s  of PMDA-EG-DAB p r e -  
polymers .  Varying react ion t imes at  temperatures  of 75" and 100°C 
were  used.   The PMDA was purified by vacuum sublimation in the 
temperature  range of 205" -220°C. The DAB was used as  received.  
The  ethylene  glycol  was  purified  by  simple  distillation  under  argon, 
with  the  fraction  boiling  in  the  range of 195" -197°C  being  collected. 
Pur i f ied  PMDA, 87.3 gm (0 .4 mole), was dissolved in 100 ml of 
hot, purified ethylene glycol. The DAB solution w a s  made by adding 
85.7  gm  (0.4  mole) of DAB to  365  ml of hot,  purified  ethylene  glycol 
while st irring. The PMDA solution, heated to a specified temperature,  
was added to the DAB solution  at   the  same  temperature  while  st irring. 
The  resultant  solution  was  then  st irred  under  argon  for a specified 
period. 
A s e r i e s  of foams  was  made  by  oven  heating  at  various  tempera- 
tures   small   quant i t ies  of each of the  PMDA-EG-DAB  prepolymers  using 
the same procedure as used for the BTDA-EG-DAB prepolymers. A s  
before,  the  density of each  foam  was  measured  before  and  after a post- 
cure  in  argon to  700°F.  The resul ts  are  summarized in  Table  11. 
Good foams  with  densit ies  ranging  from 19 to 27 pounds  per  cubic 
foot were obtained at oven temperatures of 275" to 325°F. Foams of 
somewhat  poorer  quali ty  with  densit ies  from 15 to 21 pounds per cubic 
foot were obtained at higher temperatures. I n  general ,  the  foams pre-  
pared  at   higher  temperatures  showed a tendency  to  crack. 
Compressive  Strength  Propert ies  of BTDA-EG-DAB Foam 
A block of foam  measuring  approximately 3 x 3 x 3 inches  was 
made by oven heating a BTDA-EG-DAB  (diacid  diester)  resin  for 
40 hours  a t  350°F.  The result ing foam was extremely hard and strong 
although a few shrinkage cracks were evident. Postcuring from 300" 
to  850" F over  a period of 57 hours  and  an  additional  1-1 / Z  hours   a t  
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T 
Resin 
NO. 
69AR 
69B 
69C 
69E 
69F 
69G 
Table 11. Effect of Processing Conditions on Density 
of PMDA-EG-DAB Foams 
Prepolymer 
Reaction Conditions 
Solution 
I'emperature, 
" C  
75 
75 
75 
100 
100 
100 
I 
Before 
Pos  tcure 
48.7 
49. 0 
39. 8 
18.2 
20. 1 
45.6 
42.6 
32.8 
23.0 
20.9 
20.4 
49.4 
38.6 
29.5 
20.2 
20.0 
18.8 
47.6 
35.3 
18. 7 
19.6 
59.7 
47. 8 
34.5 
4. 
e,- 
~~ ~ 
38.1 
.b 
'6. 
.* 
.a. * 
;'r 
58. 1 
42.1 
40.8 
20.9 
19.3 
17.4 
'Sample broken or irregular. Density not determined. 
Pos tcure 
20.9 
21.8 
21.1 
19. 3 
19.2 
19. 5 
23.3 
23.4 
25. 8 
17. 7 
18. 1 
~ 
~ "_ 
.* 
1- 
~~ 
.* 
.I. 
17. 4 
14.9 
850" F resulted  in  the  formation of severa l   l a rge   c racks .   As ide   f rom 
thc  c racked  areas ,  the  sur face  was  uni form in  appearance .  The  pos t -  
cure   darkened  the  specimen  f rom  yel low  to   dark  brown.   The  densi ty  
was  rnllch  higher  than  those  densities  previously  obtained in prepar ing  
smal l   spec imens .  
Conlpressive  specimens,  3 / 8  inch  in  diameter  by 3 / 4  inch  long 
were  machined from the block in two directions: the "A" direction, 
with  i ts  axis paral le l   to   the  ver t ical   d i rect ion of the  block as foamed 
and the ItBlt direction, with the axis perpendicular  to  that  of the "A" 
specimens.  
The compressive yield strength,  ult imate Gompressive strength,  
and  modulus  in  compression were determined  in  accordance  with 
ASTM D695 f rom compress ive  tes t s  run  a t  room tempera ture .  Al though 
the  scat ter   in   the  resul ts   indicated  some  non-uniformity  in   the  speci-  
mens,  the init ial  results were quite encouraging. Ultimate compressive 
s t rength  values   in   excess  of 2000 psi   were  obtained  in  both  and A and B 
direct ions.  N o  real  difference in  the compressive s t rength or yield 
s t rength of the A and B direct ions is apparent.  However,  the com- 
pressive  modulus of the B specimens  is   significantly  higher  than  that  of 
the A specimens.  Pr ior  to  making the compressive s t rength measure-  
ments,  the  density of each  specimen  was  calculated  from  weight  and 
volume measurements .  The  resu l t s  a re  summar ized  in  Table  111. 
C onc lus  ions 
Oven  heating  can  be  used to make  very  f ine-cel led  foams  f rom 
ethylene  glycol  solutions of Pyr rone   prepolymers   p repared   f rom  the  
diacid-diester of the anhydride and DAB. By the use of ce r t a in   com-  
binations of synthesis conditions and oven temperature,  BTDA-EG-DAB 
foams  with a nominal  density of 30 pounds  per  cubic  foot  can  be made. 
Other  processing  conditions  can  be  used  to  obtain  BTDA-EG-DAB  foams 
with  lower  densit ies  in  the  range of 1 2 - 2 5  pounds  per  cubic  foot. 
PMDA-EG-DAB  foams  can  also  be  obtained  by  this  process,  but  with 
densit ies  in  the  range of 20-25  pounds  per  cubic  foot. 
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Table III. Compress ive  P rope r t i e s  of BTDA-EG-DAB Foam 
Specimen 
TY Pe 
A 
Specimen 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Averages 
~~ 
Ultimate 
Yield Comp.  Density, 
C omp. 
Strength,  Strength,  l b / cu  f t  
p s i  
41.3 
psi  
1610 1610 34.7 
2300 2410 39.9 
1200 2155 40.7 
- 265* 
2060  1700 
"~ . - ~~ i Mod lus  in  10 Y psi - 1 .41  1.11 0.97 
1 .16  
1 
33.9 2 
1 .61  1990 2430 37.6 
2 .08  9 50 1220 35.0 4 
2.07 1450 1775 36.6 3 
1.42  1390 1480 
Averages  1730  1440  1.80 
B 
~ . .~ "~" 
:Not included  in  average 
I 
i 1 
The success  of this method is  highly size dependent.  Small  discs 
of BTDA-DAB  foam  with a nominal  density of 30 pounds  per  cubic  foot 
can be made readily by this method. Attempts to make larger  blocks 
by this method were unsuccessful.  The final,  postcured density was 
significantly  higher  (35-45  pounds  per  cubic  foot)  for  larger  billets of 
foam. In addition, the larger billets showed a tendency to crack and 
warp  during  cure   and  postcure.  
Although  modification of the  processing  conditions  might  result  in 
some improvement,  the prospects of making  re la t ively  large  sect ions 
of foam by this method are far from promising. Therefore this method 
was  not  pur  sued  further.  
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4. 1B VOLATILE FILLERS 
Discussion 
One method  used  successful ly   in   the  preparat ion of c e r a m i c   f o a m s  
involves  extruding or otherwise  forming  the  ceramic  composi t ion  con-  
taining a readily  volati l ized filler such as powdered  polymethylmetha- 
crylate .  Pr ior  to  the f inal  f i r ing,  the filler is volatilized by a careful ly  
controlled heating cycle.  This method was felt  to show promise for 
two reasons.  The inherent heat stabil i ty of the  Pyrrone  polymers  
implied that such a method might be applicable to the Pyrrones. It 
would  be  expected  that  the  density  and  cell  structure of the  resultant 
mater ia l s   could   be   very   c lose ly   cont ro l led   by   the   amount   and   par t ic le  
s ize  dis t r ibut ion of the volatile filler used. The heating cycle required 
to   volat i l ize   the  f i l ler   can  a lso  serve  to   postcure  the  molding  to   f inal  
polymeric form. One possible drawback to this method would be its 
applicability  to  the  fabrication of relatively  large  sections  which  would 
involve  the  volatilization of relatively  large  quantit ies of f i l ler   f rom 
a re la t ive ly   smal l   sur face   a rea .  
Screening of F i l l e r s  
Several   thermoplastic  molding  materials  were  checked a s  poten- 
tial volatile fillers by oven heating small quantities at 7 0 0 ° F .  This  
temperature   was  chosen  as   being a reasonable  maximum  postcure 
temperature  for  Pyrrones.  The plast ics  evaluated included methyl  
methacrylate polymer (acrylic), polyacetal, polyethylene, vinyl acetate, 
and polystyrene.  The acryl ic  c leanly decomposed to  the monomer 
af ter  10 minutes  a t  700"F, leaving no residue. The other plastics 
darkened  and  partially  decomposed  but  did  not  volati l ize  after  several  
hour s   a t  700°F'. 
Based on the foregoing results, it  was concluded that powdered 
acryl ic   should  be  t r ied  as  a volati le  f i l ler   in  combination  with  powdered 
pr   epolymer s . 
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Prepa ra t ion  of F o a m s  
The first molding  was  prepared  f rom a mixture  of 67 percent  of 
precipitated,   dried  BTDA-DAB  Pyrrone  (made  from  the  diacid-diester 
of BTDA  with  ethylene  glyco1)and  33  percent of f inely  powdered  acrylic.  
A 3/4- inch   d iameter   by  1 inch  thick  disc  was  molded  by  applying a 
p r e s s u r e  of 10, 000 psi  a t  300°F for  one hour .  The resul tant  molding 
was of uniform appearance and medium brown in color.  Postcuring in 
a i r   f r o m  275" to 700°F over  a period of 28  hours  apparently  volati l ized 
the  acrylic  completely  leaving a fine-celled  Pyrrone  foam  with a density 
of 37 pounds per cubic foot. This foam was somewhat friable in nature 
which  might  be  attr ibutable  to  ei ther air  oxidation  during  postcure  or  to 
poor flow of the  Pyrrone  prepolymer  during  molding. 
A second  a t tempt   to   p repare  a foam  by  this  method  was  far  more 
successful .  A very uniform,  apparent ly  s t rong foam was made by 
postcuring a disc   molded  f rom a mixture  of 67  percent  of a BTDA- 
EtOH-DAB prepolymer and 3 3  percent  of finely powdered acrylic. The 
thoroughly  blended  mixture  was  placed  in a 1-1/8  inch  diameter   mold 
at  room temperature  and subjected to  a p r e s s u r e  of 10, 000 psi. The 
temperature  was increased from room temperature  to  275"F, held at  
275°F  for  5 hours,  increased to 500°F over a period of 5 hours and 
cooled to below 200°F. The resulting molding was dark brown, uniform 
in  appearance  and  had a density of 66. 3 pounds per cubic foot.  Post-  
cur ing   f rom 275" to  700°F  in  argon  seemed  to  effect   complete  volati l i-  
zation of the  acrylic  to  give a cel lular   Pyrrone  with a density of 38. 3 
pounds per cubic foot.  The cell  structure was remarkably fine and 
uniform (see Figure  1 for  typical  cross  sect ion) .  Most  cel ls  were in  
the  range of 0. 002-0. 004 inch  with a few  cells as large as  0. 007 inch. 
A formulation of 53 percent  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  prepolymer  and 
47  percent  acrylic  was  calculated  to  give a postcured  density of 
30  pounds per cubic foot making allowance for the weight loss and 
shrinkage of the Pyrrone during postcure.  A molding of t h i s  compo- 
sition  yielded a foam  with a density of a lmost   exact ly  30 pounds  per 
cubic  foot  when  postcured  in  argon  to 700°F. 
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Several   unsuccessful   a t tempts   were  made  to   prepare  foams  with 
higher  densit ies  up  to 60 pounds  per  cubic  foot by the  incorporation of 
smal le r  quant i t ies  of a c r y l i c .   P u r e  BTDA-EtOH-DAB prepolymer and 
formulations containing 2, 5 and 10 percent acrylic were molded. In 
a l l   cases ,   the   cured  moldings  contained  many  f ine  cracks  some of which 
extended  through  the  depth of the  specimen. 
F igure  1. Cross-Sect ion of Pyr rone  
Foam  Made  by  Volatile 
F i l l e r   P r o c e s s  (20X) 
Attempts   to   prepare a la rger   p iece  of foam  by  the  volatilization 
of a f i l ler   dur ing  postcure  were  unsuccessful .  A disc  1 inch thick by 
2-1/4  inches  in   diameter   was  molded  f rom a formulation  containing 
47 percent   acryl ic .   The  molded  disc   was  very  uniform  in   appearance 
and  had a density of 68.5 pounds  per  cubic  foot. Half of the  disc  was  post-  
cu red   f rom 300" to 700°F over a  period of 5 days  while  the  other  was 
postcured  over   the  same  temperature   range  over  a period of 10  days. 
Both halves  were extensively cracked af ter  postcure.  In  addition, it 
was  apparent  that   the  acrylic  f i l ler   had  incompletely  volati l ized  during 
postcure.  
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In   sp i te  of the  incomplete  removal of the  acryl ic   and  the  cracking,  
the   ce l l   s t ruc ture  of the  result ing  foams  was  extremely  f ine  and  uni-  
form.  The resul ts  obtained serve to  confirm that ,  as  ant ic ipated,  the 
postcure of Pyrrone-acrylic  moldings  becomes  increasingly  difficult ,  
with  increasing  size.  
Comoressive  Strength  Prooert ies  
The  compressive  propert ies   a t   room  temperature   were  deter-  
mined on the  Pyrrone  foams  with  densit ies of 30 and 38. 3 pounds  per 
cubic foot.  The compressive strength properties of the 38.3-pound 
foam  were  approximately  twice  as   high  as   those of the  30-pound  foam. 
Table IV which  follows  gives  the  complete  results. 
Table IV.  Compress ive  S t rength  Proper t ies  of BTDA-DAB 
Foams  made  by  Volat i le   Fi l ler   Process  
~ ~ 
~ " .b 
Density,  Ult.  Compressive  Compressive  Yield".  Modulus  In
lb/cu  f t   Strength,  psi105  psi
38 .  3 
2.  04 1990 5600 
1.97 1530  5210 
5405 Averages 1760 1 2.00 
30. 0 2360 
281 0 
1.53 1000 
1 .43  860 
Averages 2585 930  1.48 
I 
~ 
- 
~ ." 
~ - 
~ . 
~~~ ~ 
~ .. 
*Compress ive   S t ress   a t   Propor t iona l   L imi t  
Conclusions 
Strong,  uniform,  f ine-celledPyrrrJae  foams  with  closely  controlled 
density  can be made by  the  controlled  postcure of Pyrrone  moldings 
containing a volati le f i l ler  such as finely powdered acrylic. Unfortu- 
nately, it  becomes increasingly difficult to volatilize the filler during 
postcure as the size of the moldings is increased. Therefore this 
method of producing a cel lular   Pyrrone  is   probably  not   sui table   for   the 
production of re la t ively  large  sect ions of foam. 
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4.1C CHEMICAL BLOWING AGENTS 
Discussion 
The  most  straightforward  method of preparing a vir tual ly   pure 
plastic  foam  involves  the  use of a thermally  activated  chemical  blowing 
agent.  The success of this method is dependent on the controlled 
decomposition of the blowing agent, accompanied by the liberation of 
a g a s  a t  a temperature  where the plast ic  exis ts  in  the form of a 
viscous  melt .   The  viscosity of the  melt   during  decomposition of the 
blowing  agent  must  be  sufficiently  high  to  retain  the  liberated  gas. 
On the other hand, if the melt viscosity is too high, excessive internal 
pressures   may  resul t   in   cracking  or   f ractur ing of the  foamed 
s t ruc tu res .  
Prepolymers   p repared   f rom DAB and the tetraethyl ester of 
BTDA were  felt  to  be  an  excellent  choice  due  to  their  relatively low 
melting point (120" -130°C). Prepolymers of this type would be 
expected to foam naturally upon application of heat, due to the evolution 
of ethyl alcohol of reaction. Thus i t  might be possible to prepare 
foamed  Pyrrone  polymers  without  the  addition of a chemical  blowing 
agent. 
Powdered  prepolymers  obtained by precipitation  from  ethylene 
glycol  solutions  were  also  considered  in  preparing  chemically  blown 
foams. However, these materials have widely varying (or non-existent) 
melting points. To some extent, the melting point appears to be 
dependent on the  precipitation  procedure  used  and  the  resultant  amount 
of residual  glycol  in  the  precipitated,   dried  prepolymer.  
Init ial   Foaming  Experiments 
~~~ ~ 
The  first   chemical  foaming  experiments  involved  the  heating of 
mixtures  of a precipitated, powdered prepolymer, blowing agent and a 
surfactant   in  a small   a luminum  cup  contained  in  a temperature   control led 
heating  block. 
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The  most  promising  foam  was  obtained  init ially  by  heating a 
mixture  of 5 gm of precipitated  BTDA-EG-DAB  prepolymer  ( tetraester 
type), 0. 05 gm of Celogen AZ"', and  one  drop of Silicone L-521*'"" added 
a s  a sur fac tan t .  The  mixture  s ta r ted  mel t ing  a t  291 O F .  At 41OoF, the 
mixture  was  completely  melted  and  at   428" F, foaming  proceeded 
smoothly. The resultant foam was hard and tough, though rather large- 
celled, and had a densi ty  of 18. 3 pounds per cubic foot. 
.I. .b .L 
Further  at tempts  to  produce  foams  with  densit ies of 30 and 
60 pounds per cubic foot involved heating the prepolymer blowing agent- 
surfactant  mixture  in  a closed mold. This procedure was felt  to be 
necessa ry  in order  to  control  the  density  within  reasonably  close  l imits.  
Several   mixtures   were  formulated  f rom a precipi ta ted  prepolymer  pre-  
pared from another  batch of BTDA-EG-DAB resin. The quantity of 
blowing  agent  (either  Celogen AZ or  Celogen RA*"""'*) was   var ied   f rom 
0. 5 to 2 .0  percent .   Regardless  of the amount of blowing agent used, 
the mixture did not foam completely. Melting point tests run on the 
pure  prepolymer  indicated  that it did  not  actually  melt   on  heating,  but 
merely softened and fused. There was a strong indication that the 
precipitation  procedure  significantly  affected  the  amount of res idual  
ethylene glycol in the precipitated Pyrrone. This residual glycol in 
turn affected the foaming characterist ics.  Those prepolymers which 
contained  relatively  little  residual  glycol  had  no  detectable  melting 
point  and  did  not  form  foams  when  heated  with a blowing  agent. 
.b .b .I* 
BTDA-EtOH-DAB  prepolymers  as  synthesized  by a melt  poly- 
merizat ion  process   are   sol id   mater ia ls   with a well  defined  melting 
point in the range of 120°-130°C. It was felt  that  a prepolymer of 
this  type  combined  with a suitable  blowing  agent  and  properly  heated 
should yield a Pyrrone  foam.  The  addition of a blowing agent might 
not  be  necessary  since  the  ethyl  alcohol of react ion  in   the  form of a 
gas   might   ac t   as  a blowing  agent. 
1- 
.I. 
,.,,Naugatuck Chemical (decomposition temperature,  350°F) 
.,*,.Silicones Division, Union Carbide 
-0- 1. 
x. .,. 
Naugatuck Chemical (decomposition temperatures, 415" -435°F) 
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In i t ia l   a t tempts   to   p repare  a foam  from  the  BTDA-EtOH-DAB 
prepolymer were not successful.  Some foams prepared by heating pre- 
polymer-blowing  agent  mixtures  in  an  open  cup  were  low  density  (about 
11 pounds per  cubic  foot)   and  friable.   Others had a non-uniform  cell  
s t ructure   caused  by  par t ia l   col lapse of the  foam  before  complete 
hardening of the resin.  It was evident that  prepolymers of the 
BTDA-EtOH-DAB  type  could  be  used  in  preparing  chemically  blown 
foams  only i f  the  proper  curing  cycle  were  chosen. 
Several   addi t ional   ser ies  of chemically  blown  foams were made 
by  oven  heating  mixtures of BTDA-EtOH-DAB  prepolymer  and  either 
Celogen  OT  (decomposition  temperature,  266" F) or   Celogen A Z  
(decomposition temperature,  350°F).  The first  foams were made by 
free  foaming  mixtures   in   an  oven  a t  350" F and  f inally  curing  at  400" F. 
Both  blowing  agents  were  used  in  concentrations of 0 .  5 and 1. 0 percent .  
Strong foams were obt.ained, but in all cases the cell size was large, 
ranging from 1/16 to 3/16 inch in diameter.  Foams were then made 
using  the  Celogen  OT  as a blowing  agent  and  with  the  oven  temperature 
reduced to 2 7 5 ° F .  Foams  of fair  quali ty with finer cells and with 
densities  in  the  range of 2 2 - 2 4  pounds  per  cubic foot resulted.   The  foams 
made   a t  2 7 5 ° F  were  extremely  f ragi le   unt i l   postcured  for   a t   least  
2 h o u r s   a t  4 0 0 ° F .  
Attempts  were  then  made  to  increase  the  foam  density  by  heating 
mixtures   containing  successively  smaller   amounts  of Celogen OT 
blowing  agent.  Mixtures  containing,  respectively, 0 . 2 5 ,  0 .  12, 0.06 
and 0.0 percent  blowing  agent  al l   yielded  foams  with  densit ies in  the 
range of 22-24  pound cubic foot. This indicated the foaming observed 
was  largely  due  to  the  evolution of volatiles  during  heating. 
Since  sat isfactory  foams  in   e i ther  a 30 o r  60  pound density  could 
not be obtained by the free foaming technique, heating the mixtures in 
a closed mold was initiated. By this technique, the correct quantity of 
powdered foamant is placed in a mold. The material  is then preformed 
by the application of pressure.   The  top  punch is then withdrawn par- 
t ial ly  and a s teel   shim  (or   land)  of the   cor rec t   th ickness  i s  inser ted   to  
es tabl ish a mold  volume  calculated  to  yield a foam  of  the  required 
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density.  Heating of BTDA-EtOH-DAB prepolymer-Celogen OT 
mix tu res  at 275°F  was shown  to  yield  foams  with a fine  uniform  cell  
s t ruc tu re  ( see  F igu res  2 and 3) .  A fur ther  programmed cure  up  to  
500°F  was found to   be  necessary  to   give  foams  which  were  not   f ragi le  
and friable.  The curing conditions finally adopted as s tandard   in   p re-  
paring  chemically  blown  foams  were  the  following:  the  mold  containing 
the  foaming  mixture   is   p laced  in  a  cold  oven:  the  oven  temperature is 
inc reased   t o   275°F   ove r  a period of approximately  20  minutes,  the  tem- 
pe ra tu re  is main ta ined   a t   275°F  for  5 hours   and  then  increased  f rom 
275"  to  500°F  over a period of 5 hours .  
The  presence of a small quantity of Celogen OT was  found  to  be 
essent ia l   in   making  f ine-cel led,   uniform  foams  in  a closed mold. Foams 
prepared   f rom  the   pure   p repolymer   were   re la t ive ly   coarse   and   no t  
nea r ly  e o  uniform  ae  those  prepared  from  mixtures  containing  the 
blowing  agent. 
F igu re  2. Cross-Sect ion of Chemically 
Blown  Pyrrone F o a m  
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Figure  3 .  Cel l  S t ruc tu re  of 
Chemical ly   Blown  Pyrrone 
Foam (20X)  
Since  high  shrinkage  (approximately 20 volume-percent)   occurs  
during  curing,  some  foam  moldings  were found to have one o r   m o r e  
la rge  shr inkage  c racks  in  the  center .  These  c racks  were  apparent ly  
caused  by a combination of curing  shrinkage  and  the  molding  st icking 
to the sides of the mold.  In  other  words,  the mater ia l  l i teral ly  shrank 
away from itself. This problem was completely eliminated by coating 
the  inside of the  mold  with a thin  layer  of polytetrafluorethylene. 
The  method of mixing  the  prepolymer  and  blowing  agent  was 
found  to  affect  markedly  the  quality  and  uniformity of the  result ing 
foam. Init ially,  mixtures were prepared by simple grinding in a 
mortar and pestle.  The foams made from mixtures compounded in 
this  way  were  inconsistent  in  quali ty  and  very  often  contained  large 
bubbles. 
Intimately  blended  mixtures  were  obtained  by  mixing  the  ingre- 
dients  in a high  shear   blender   a long  with  an  iner t   l iquid  which  acts  as a 
suspension medium. Since this liquid must be removed subsequently 
by filtration and drying, it should be relatively volatile. One liquid 
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which met the  above  requirements  in  addition  to  being  non-toxic  and 
non- f l ammable  was  F reon  TF  . Excel lent  foams with cel l  s izes  in  the 
range of 0. 008-0. 020 inch   were   p repa red   f rom  mix tu res   p repa red   w i th  
the a id  of this compound. Figure 4 shows plainly the pronounced differ- 
ence  in  foam  quali ty  obtained  by  the two mixing  methods.  
9 
Effect of Postcure  on  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  Foam 
A block of BTDA-EtOH-DAB  foam with a nominal   densi ty  of 
30 pounds per cubic foot was taken for the postcure study. Thirty-six 
half- inchdiameter ,  1 inchlong  cyl indrical   specimens  were  machined  f rom 
F igure  4. Effect of Mixing Method on Uniformity 
of Pyr rone   Foams  
*DuPont's trichlorotrifluoroethane. 
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the  block  with  the  axes  perpendicular to the  4-1/2 x 6-1/2  inch  faces .  
The  specimens  were  randomly  divided  into six se ts   o f   s ix   spec imens  
each  and  were  assigned  to  the  following  postcure  cycles  conducted  in 
argon  with a r a t e  of t empera tu re   r i s e  of 25"Flhour .  
No. 1 Room temperature  to  500°F 
No. 2 Room temperature to 600°F 
No. 3 Room temperature  to  700°F 
No.  4 Room temperature to 800°F 
No. 5 Room temperature  to  850°F 
N o .  6 Room temperature to 850"F, plus one hour at  850" F. 
After identifying, weighing and measuring individual specimens, 
each  set  of s ix   specimens  was  sealed  in  a small   s ta inless   s teel   bag 
equipped with a tube to admit argon and a small   vent .  A l l  of the  s teel  
bags  were  connected  to  an  argon  cylinder  by  means of a manifold. The 
sealed  bags  were  placed  in  a large,   forced  draft   oven  equipped  with  an 
accurate  programming control ler .  Each bag was removed at  the 
appropriate point in the postcure cycle. Individual specimens were 
again weighed and measured. The effect of each postcure on the 
weight,  dimensions  and  resultant  density of each  specimen  was  calcu- 
lated.  The results are shown in Table V. 
Table V shows  that  both  the  weight  loss  and  shrinkage  are  sig- 
nificantly affected by the type of postcure. Continued weight loss and 
shr inkage are  observed at  850°F.  The end resul t  is  a moderate  
dec rease  (0.3-0. 7 pounds  per  cubic  foot) in  the dens i tyas  a resu l t  of post- 
cure.  The postcuring shrinkage is in addition to a very high molding 
shrinkage of approximately 18 volume-percent. Thus, for a postcure 
to 700°F (Pos t cu re  No. 3),  the total shrinkage, based on the original 
mold volume, is approximately 30 volume-percent.  
Despite this relatively large shrinkage, little or no warpage 
occurs  ei ther  during  the  molding  process  or  the  postcuring  cycle.  
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Table V. Effect of Postcure Conditions on Weight,  Dimensions 
and  Density of BTDA-EtOH-DAB Foams 
Prope r ty  
Weight 
Loss, 
Pe rcen t  
Average 
Decrease  
in 
Diameter ,  
Pe rcen t  
Average 
Decrease  
in  
Thickness,  
Pe rcen t  
Average 
Specimen 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
T 
No. 1 
2.4 
2.2 
2.6 
2.5 
2.4 
2.6 
2.4 
0.0 
0 . 4  
0 . 4  
0 . 4  
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 4  
0.5 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0 . 5  
0.6 
0. 5 
No. 2 
7 . 1  
6 .8  
6.6 
6.8 
6.6 
6 . 8  
6. 8 
2.0 
2 .0  
1 . 8  
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.9 
1 .8  
2.0 
1.9 
2.0 
1.9 
'ostcu: 
No. 3 
15. 6 
1 5 . 4  
15. 5 
15.2 
15. 7 
15.5 
15. 5 
~ ~~ 
4 .9  
5 . 1  
5. 1 
4 .9  
5 .1  
5 . 1  
5.0 
4.9 
4.9 
4.8 
4.8 
4.9 
4.8 
4 . 8  
r e  
19.1 
19.2 
19. 1 
18.9 
19.2 
19.0 
19. 1 
. 
. ~ 
5.9 
6. 1 
6 . 1  
6 . 1  
5.9 
6 . 1  
6 . 0  
5.9 
6.0 
6 . 1  
5 . 7  
6 . 0  
5.9 
5 .9  
- "-
21.1 
22 .2  
21.2 
20.6 
21.8 
2 0 . 4  
21 .2  
7 . 5  
6.9 
7.3 
6 .9  
7 . 1  
7 . 1  
7 . 1  
- 
6.6 
6.9 
7.0 
6.  8 
7 .0 
6.9 
6.9 
NO *6 
22.0 
22.4 
22.6 
2 2 . 0  
22 .1  
2 2 . 0  
22 .2  
- 
~ 
__ 
7.3 
7 . 3  
7 . 5  
7 . 5  
7 . 5  
7 . 5  
7 .4  
~ ~~~ 
7 .2  
7 .5 
7.3 
7 . 2  
7 . 3  
7 . 6  
7 . 4  
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Table V. Effect of Postcure Conditions on Weight,  Dimensions 
and  Density of BTDA-EtOH-DAB Foams (Continued) 
P rope r ty  
~~~ 
Decrease  
in 
Volume, 
Percent  
1- 
.e. 
~~ . .  . . . 
Average 
. .  ~~ 
Density 
Before 
Postcure,  
lb/cu f t  
, . -. - . - " - 
Average 
Density 
After 
Postcure,  
lb/cu ft 
Average 
Decrease  
i n  Aver.  
Density, 
Pe rcen t  
Specimen 
Number T No. 1 
0.4 
1 .2  
1 .2  
1 . 3  
1 .4  
2 .0  
1 .2  
" 
30. 5 
28.7 
30. 3 
31. 7 
30. 5 
32. 1 
30.6 
~ 
29.9 
28.4 
29.9 
31.3 
30.2 
31.9 
30.3 
1 . 0  
6 - z  
5.9 
5.8 
5 .1  
5. 6 
5.7 
5 .7  
5.6 
~~ -
~ -. 
" 
30.4 
30. 7 
31. 3 
30.3 
30.2 
29.0 
30. 3 
- -. . . . . .. 
30. 0 
30.4 
30. 8 
29.9 
29.9 
28.8 
30. 0 
- 
1.0  
Pos tcure   Cvcle  
No. 3 
14.0 
14 .3  
14. 1 
14.0 
14. 5 
14.4 
14 .2  
-__ 
. .~ 
32. 2 
30. 5 
30.4 
34.7 
29.6 
31. 8 
31. 5 
-~ 
~. 
31. 6 
30. 1 
29 .8  
34.2 
29.2 
31.4 
31. 0 
~ ~~ 
1 . 6  
I
No.  4 
16.8  
17 .2  
17 .3  
16.8 
17 .0  
17.0 
17 .0  
28.1 
33.0 
32.4 
31.6 
30.6 
32. 3 
31 .3  
27. 3 
32.2 
31.7 
30.8 
29.8 
31. 5 
30.6 
2 .2  
No.  5 
20.0 
19 .3  
20 .1  
19. 1 
19 .9  
1 9 . 9  
19.7 
27.9 
31. 5 
31. 8 
27.2 
29. 0 
31.2 
29 .8  
27. 5 
30.4 
31.2 
26. 7 
28.3 
31 .0  
29.2 
2 .0  
20.4 
20.4 
20.8 
20.7 
20 .5  
21.2 
20.7 
29 .4  
31. 7 
29.9 
30.6 
30. 5 
28.7 
30. 1 
28. 8 
30.9 
29.2 
30. 1 
29.9 
28.4 
29.6 
1 . 7  
Calculated from expression, (1 - W a  Db/Wb Da x loo) ,  where Wb 
and Wa equal weights before and after postcure,   respectively,   and 
Db  and  Da  equal  densities  before  and after postcure,  respectively. 
-. ." " _ _ _ _  "" 
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The  compressive  s t rength  propert ies  of the  var iously  postcured 
BTDA-EtOH-DAB foams were determined. The compressive yield 
s t rength  and  modulus  in   compression were de te rmined   a t  room t emper-  
a ture   while   the  ul t imate   compressive  s t rength  was  determined  a t   room 
tempera ture  and  600°F.  The  comple te  tes t  resu l t s  a re  g iven  in  
Table VI. 
Despite a fairly  large  spread  in  the  individual  test   values,  
several  conclusions can be drawn from the data .  The room tempera-  
tu re   u l t imate   compress ive   s t rength   va lues   a re   the   h ighes t   (approximate ly  
3000 psi)  for  postcure temperatures  of 600" and 700°F. The compres-  
s ive   s t rength   a t   600°F is virtually  unaffected  by  postcure  temperature 
with the possible exception of 850°F.  The postcure temperature  has  
no significant  effect on the  compressive  yield  s t rength  or   modulus,  
probably  due  to  the  large  spread  in  individual  values  for  these  properties. 
Based on the  effect of postcure  on  shrinkage  and  room  temperature 
compressive s t rength,  a postcure to a maximum temperature  of 700°F 
was adopted as being reasonable. Upon postcuring to 700"F, no 
ser ious  degradat ion of compress ive   s t rength   occurs   as   observed   a f te r  
postcuring to  800°F and higher .  On the other hand, the shrinkage 
observed  upon  postcuring to 700°F  i s   approximate ly   2 -1 /2   t imes   as  
high as   tha t   observed   as  a r e su l t  of a 600'F  postcure.  
Chemically  Blown  PMDA-EtOH-DAB  Foams 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Anattempt   was  made  to   prepare a 30-pound foam  from a 
PMDA-EtOH-DAB prepolymer. The general procedure was the same 
as  used  in  the  preparation of the  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  foams  except  that 
Celogen A Z  (decomposition  temperature,  350" F) was  used  instead of 
Celogen OT (decomposition  temperature,  266" F). In  addition, - the 
mold  was  heated  initially  to  350°F  instead of 275°F  to  allow  for  the 
higher  decomposition  temperature of the  blowing  agent. 
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Table VI. Effect of Postcure Conditions on Compressive Strength 
P rope r t i e s  of RTDA-EtOH-DAB F o a m s  
rl Pos tcu rc  C yc le 
(500" F) 
Avcrages 
Avcrages 
IYGO'F) 1 
(850" F) 
(850" F + 
1 hr   soak)  
Averages I 
Compress ive  
Strcngth,   psi  
Room 
Tempcra turc  
1740  (29.9) 
2200  (28.4) 
21 10 (29.9) 
2020 
3540  (30.0) 
3170  (30.4) 
2390  (30.8) 
3030 
3570  (31.6) 
2370 ( 3 0 .  1) 
3370  (29.8) 
31 00 
1920  (27.3) 
1710  (32.2) 
1690  (31.7) 
1770 
1600  (27.  5) 
2630  (30.4) 
1480 (31.2) 
1900 
2240  (28.8) 
1290  (30.9) 
2520  (29.2) 
2020 
." ~~ 
~ 
-~ - ~ - 
600" F 
1520  (31.3) 
980  (30.2) 
1540  (31.9) 
1350 
1070  (29.9) 
1310  (29.9) 
1990  (28.8) 
1460 
1710  (34.2) 
1560  (29.2) 
1240  (31.4) 
1500 
1220  (30.8) 
1650  (29.8) 
1170  (31.5) 
1350 
1320  (26.7) 
1700  (28.3) 
1600  (31. 0) 
1540 
~- ~ . 
~" -
~~~ 
870  (30. 1) 
1070  (29.9) 
1090  (28.4) 
1010 
Compress ive  
Yield  Strength 
a t  Room 
Temperature ,   ps i  
1130 
650 
680 
820 
1230 
7 50 
850 
940 
1580 
59 0 
1080 
820 
1180 
1250 
1080 
750 
1420 
790 
99 0 
730 
99 0 
950 
89 0 
" 
Modulus 
a t  Room 
Tempera ture  
in 105 psi 
2 .83 
1 .62  
1.70 
2 .05  
3.  08 
1. 87 
2 .12  
2.  36 
3.94 
1 .48  
2.  71 
2.  04 
2 .95  
3.  12 
2.70 
3 .75  
3.. 56 
1 .98  
3.10 
1. 81 
2.47 
2.  38 
2.22 
" 
Note: Figures in parentheses are the densit ies in pounds per cubic 
foot of individual  test   specimens.  
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The  result ing  molding had a density of 6 0  pounds  per  cubic  foot  and, 
examined microscopically,  was seen to be a porous, open-celled, 
par t ia l ly   compacted  mater ia l   ra ther   than a c losed-cel l   foam. 
Apparently,  the  prepolymer  did  not  actually  fuse  at  any  point  in  the 
molding  process.  
Another  unsuccessful  at tempt  was  made  to  prepare a chemical ly  
blown foam using a much  less  advanced  PMDA-EtOH-DAB  prepolymer. 
Again, a porous  molding  with a nominal  density of 6 0  pounds  per  cubic  foot 
was obtained. N o  fur ther  a t tempts  were made to  prepare chemical ly  
blown  foams  from  PMDA-EtOH-DAB  prepolymers. 
Conclusions 
Chemically  blown  foams of excel lent   qual i ty   can  be  prepared 
from BTDA-EtOH-DAB prepolymers.  I t  was not found to be practical  
to  prepare  foams  from  the  PMDA-EtOH-DAB  prepolymers  by  using 
chemical  blowing  agents,   probably  because  these  prepolymers  have  no 
true  melting  point.  
4. 1D LIGHTWEIGHT FILLERS 
Discussion 
A commonly  employed  technique  for  obtaining  cellular  plastics 
consis ts  of the incorporation of a lightweight, particulate filler, such 
a s  hollow bubbles, in a curable  res in  system. By curing such a mix- 
ture  under  the  proper  conditions,   one  can  produce a molding which con- 
sists ideally of an  ordered (or  syntac t ic )   th ree-d imens iona l   a r ray  of 
unbroken, hollow bubbles in  a re la t ively  void-free  plast ic   matr ix .  
The  success of this  approach  depends on several   important   factors :  
(1) The  resin  or  prepolymer  must  soften  and  f low  sufficiently  during  the 
molding process to form a continuous,  relatively void-free matrix.  
Insufficient  resin  flow  would  be  expected  to  cause  extensive  breaking of 
even relatively strong bubbles. In this case,  compaction of the mixture 
wil l   resul t   in   extremely  high  s t ress   levels   due  to   point-   to-point   contact  
of bubbles and prepolymer particles.  ( 2 )  Volatile byproducts of the 
curing  reaction  must  be  sufficiently  low  to  preclude  the  possibil i ty of 
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blis ter ing or f rac tur ing  of the  resulting  molding  during  or  following  the 
cur ing  process .  ( 3 )  The bubbles used a s  a syntactic filler should be 
sufficiently  strong  to  withstand  the  molding  pressures.  
Two  commercial ly   avai lable ,   hol low  f i l lers   were  considered  as  
candidate  mater ia ls  for  preparing syntact ic  Pyrrone foams:  BJO- 
0930 Phenolic  Microballoons'"  and B35D Glass  Bubbles. 
... 4. .e. ,. 
Phenolic Microballoons 
Type BJO-0930 Phenolic Microballoons is a free-flowing, 
reddish-brown  powder  consisting of microscopic   hol low  spheres   of  
cured phenolic resin.  The spheres  have  an  average  d iameter  of 
0. 0017 inch and are   f i l led  with  an  iner t   gas ,   pr imari ly   ni t rogen,   during 
manufacture.  The true density of the stock product ranges from 14 to 
1 6  pounds per cubic foot, as determined  by  f luid  displacement  using 
toluene as  the displacement  f luid.  From past  experience (reference 12) ,  
i t   was known that a fa i r ly   large  f ract ion of these  phenolic  microballoons 
will  fracture under even low molding pressures.  Therefore,  a se lec t  
f ract ion of microballoons  with a t rue  densi ty  of 20 pounds  per  cubic 
foot produced by a pressure   g rad ing   process   a t  700 psi  was  used i n  
this  program. 
Pel le t   specimens  were  molded  f rom a mixture  of precipitated 
BTDA-EG-DAB prepolymer (tetraester type) and pressure-graded 
microballoons.  Densit ies a s  molded were in the range of 5 3  to 
7 3  pounds per cubic  foot.   The  cell   structure,   examined  microscopically,  
appeared to be excellent.  However,  a slow postcure in argon to a maxi-  
mum  temperature  of 7 0 0 ° F  resul ted  in   severe   degradat ion of the  speci-  
mens. It was concluded that phenolic microballoons were not suitable 
a s  a l ightweight  f i l ler   since  this  material   will   apparently  not  withstand 
the  temperature   cycle   required  to   postcure  the  Pyrrones.  
-1- 
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Glass Bubbles 
Type B35D Glass Bubbles i s  a free-flowing, white powder consist-  
i n g  of hollow glass spheres   with a bulk  density of approximately 1 3  
pounds  per  cubic  foot  and a t rue   dens i ty  of 18-20  pounds  per  cubic  foot. 
The   par t ic le   s ize  is  comparable   to   that  of the  phenolic  microballoons 
with 90 percent  (by  count) of the  bubbles  having a diameter   between 
0.  0008 and 0.0032 inch. The type B35D Glass Bubbles a re  ex t remely  
resis tant   to   external   pressure  with  only 10  percent  by  volume fa i l i ng  
(as reported  by  the  manufacturer)  when  subjected  to  2000  psi   while 
immersed  in  water .  The  maximum safe use  t empera tu re  fo r  a prolonged 
period of t ime is repor ted  to  be  approximately  1020" F. 
Pellet   specimens  were  molded  f rom a mixture  of 7 2  pa r t s  by 
weight  precipitated  BTDA-EG-DAB  prepolymer  ( tetraester  type)  and 
28 pa r t s  by weight of the B35D bubbles. Moldings of excellent quality 
with  molded  densities of 60. 5 and 69. 3 pounds  per  cubic  foot  were 
obtained. Postcuring i n  argon reduced these densit ies to 46. 1 and 
54. 3 pounds per cubit foot, respectively. The quality of the postcured 
specimens was excellent.  
I t   was  concluded  from  the  brief  preliminary work just   descr ibed 
that  syntactic  foams  could  be  prepared  from a mixture  of Pyr rone  
prepolymer and the B35D Glass Bubbles. The development of pro-  
cessing conditions required to obtain high quality,  syntactic foams is 
described  in  Section 6 . 2 .  
4.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The  following  conclusions  were  drawn  as a r e su l t  of the  feasibil i ty 
s tudies  . 
0 Oven  Heating 
Oven  heat ing  can  be  used  to   prepare  very  f ine-cel led  foams 
from  ethylene  glycol   Pyrrone  solut ions  synthesized  f rom  the 
diacid-diester  of the dianhydride and DAB. By the proper 
control  of synthesis conditions and oven temperature,  BTDA- 
DAB foams  with a density of 30 pounds per  cubic  foot  and 
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PMDA-DAB  foams  with a densi ty  of 25 pounds per cubic foot 
can  be made. However, the method is only feasible in pre- 
par ing small  sect ions of foam. Attempts to prepare l a r g e r  
sect ions of foam  yield  foams of higher   densi t ies   (up  to  
45 pounds per cubic  foot)  which  have a tendency  to  crack. 
It  was  concluded  that  the  oven  foaming  method  was  not fea- 
sible for preparing  re la t ively large foam  sections  and  this 
method  was not pursued  fur ther   in   this   program. 
0 Vola t i le   F i l le rs  
F o a m s  of cxcel lcnt   qual i ty   were  made  by  postcuring  small  
moldings  made  from a mixture  of prec ip i ta ted   Pyr rone   pre-  
polymer and powdered acrylic.  The cell  size distribution 
was narrow, with most  ce l l   d i ame te r s  i n  the range of 0. 002-  
0. 004 inch. The foam density could be predictably controlled 
by  adjustment of the  relative  proportions of prepolymer  and 
acrylic.  However,  attempts to make larger  foam sect ions by 
this  method  were  unsuccessful  due  to  incomplete  volatiliza- 
tion of the acrylic during postcure.  I t  was concluded that 
this  method  was  not  feasible  for  the  preparation of large 
foam  sect ions  and  no  fur ther   effor t   was  expended on this 
method. 
0 Chemical  Blowing  Agents 
Pyrrone   foams of excel lent   qual i ty   were  prepared  by  the 
controlled heating of mixtures  of BTDA-EtOH-DAB Pyrrones 
and chemical blowing agents. Densities i n  the range of 15 to 
45  pounds  per  cubic  foot are  attainable by this  method. 
N o m i n a l  densi t ies  of 30 pounds  per  cubic  foot  were  consis- 
tently  achieved by molding a given  charge  weight  to  the  cor- 
rect  volume.  However ,  a t tempts  to  prepare a BTDA-EtOH-DAB 
foam  with a density of 60 pounds  per  cubic  foot  were  not  suc- 
cessful. The quality of the chemically blown foam does not 
seem to  be affected  adversely  when  larger   sect ions of foam 
are  prepared. The chemically blown BTDA-EtOH-DAB foam 
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in  the 30 pound grade   appeared   ex t remely   p romis ing   and  
was   chosen  for further  study  and  characterization. 
PMDA-EtOH-DAE  prepolymers  combined  with  chemical 
blowing  agents  did  not  yield  cellular  foams  when  heated. 
F u r t h e r   w o r k  on this  system  was  discontinued. 
0 Lightwe  ight Fillers 
Syntactic  foams of good  qual i ty   were  prepared  f rom  mixtures  
of BTDA-EG-DAB prepolymer and glass bubbles.  Densit ies 
in  the  range of 30 to 60 pounds per cubic foot a r e  attainable 
by the use of l ightweight  f i l lers .  Based on these prel im- 
inary results,  l i t t le difficulty was anticipated i n  preparing 
syntact ic   foams  with a nominal  density of 60 pounds per 
cubic foot from this system. The 60-pound syntactic foam 
containing glass bubbles was chosen for further study and 
character izat ion.  
Syntactic foams containing  phenolic  microballoons  we re 
found to  degrade severely during postcure.  Further  work 
on this  system  was  discontinued. 
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5.0 CHEMICALLY BLOWN FOAMS 
5. i RESIN SYNTHESIS 
Genera l   P rocedure  
The  synthesis  of the  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  Pyrrones  consists of two 
main  s teps ,   the   preparat ion of a BTDA-EtOH ester and  reaction of this  
ester  with  an  equivalent  amount of DAB. 
The BTDA is  d i sso lved  in  excess absolute ethanol. After adding 
the  required  quantity of concentrated  H2S04,  (which acts catalytically 
and  shortens  the  t ime  required  to  reach  equilibrium)  the  mixture is  
maintained at  reflux temperature for 24 hours  or  longer .  After  
completion of the  es ter i f icat ion,   the  excess ethanol  is   removed  by 
d is t i l l a t ion   and   the   c rude   product   i s   d i sso lved   in   e ther   o r   benzene .  
This  solution  is   washed  several   t imes  with  aqueous  sodium  bicarbonate 
solution. The solution is then treated with a desiccant to remove any 
residual  water  and  the  solvent  removed  to  give  an  ester of relatively 
low carboxyl content. An es te r  f rac t ion  of relatively high carboxyl 
content  can  be  recovered  by  acidification  and  purification of the   f i r s t  
bicarbonate  wash  fraction. 
The low carboxyl   es te r   (or  a combination of  low  and  high  carboxyl 
e s t e r )  is  then  placed  in a resin  reaction  kett le  and  heated  under  argon 
to  the  reac t ion  tempera ture  (F igure  5 shows the apparatus) .  An equi- 
valent   molar   quant i ty  of solid DAB is added  to the ester while   s t i r r ing.  
The   resu l t ing   mel t   i s   s t i r red   a t   the   des i red   reac t ion   tempera ture   for  a 
t ime  usual ly   somewhat   in   excess  of that   required  for  the  evolution of 
ethanol to subside. The reaction is terminated by cooling the melt in 
an  ice  bath  to  obtain a hard  glassy  product.   The  addition of liquid 
ni t rogen  shat ters   the  product   into  f ine  par t ic les   and  a l lows  convenient  
removal  f rom the react ion vessel .  Final ly ,  the resin is  ground to  
pass an  80-mesh  sieve  and  dried  under  vacuum  for  16  hours  at  50°C. 
Problems  Related  to   Resin  Synthesis  
” . - . ~ = - ~  
During  the  feasibil i ty  studies,   batch-to-batch  variations  in  the 
r e s ins   were  found  to  affect   markedly  the  foaming  characterist ics.  
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Figure  5. Apparatus f o r  BTDA-EtOH-DAB 
Pyrrone Preparation 
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F o a m s  of excel lent   qual i ty   were  made  ear ly   in   the  program  af ter   the  
development of satisfact:ory processing procedures.  Toward the end 
of the feasibi l i ty  s tudies ,  res ins  were synthesized which yielded foams 
of fair  to  poor  quality. 
At this point,  at tempts were made to define and measure those 
proper t ies  of the  resins  felt   most  l ikely  to  influence  the  foaming  charac- 
terist ics.  These properties included the melting point,  t he  inherent 
viscosi ty  in DMF and the carboxyl content of the purified product 
obtained by the esterification of the BTDA with ethanol. Finally, an 
attempt  was  made  to  correlate  these  properties  with  the  foaming  char- 
acter is t ics .   This   approach  metwithonlypart ia l   success .   For   example,  
it was  found fiat r e s ins   p repa red   f rom BTDA e s t e r s  of  controlled 
carboxyl   content   and  reacted  to   an  inherent   viscosi ty   of  0. 50 t o  
0. 60 usually  but  not always yield  chemically  blown  foams of 
good quality. 
Since the BTDA-EtOH-DAB prepolymers are synthesized by a 
melt  polymerization process.  i t  is  rather difficult  to monitor the pro- 
g r e s s  of the  reaction by a v iscos i ty   measurement   as  in  the  case of the 
polymerizations conducted in ethylene glycol solution. 
The  degree of react ion  may be  followed  by  collecting  and  measur- 
ing the ethanol of reaction. However,  in practice th i s  was found to be 
impract ical ,  s ince var iable  amounts  of ethanol condensed and remained 
i n  the top of the reaction kettle and could not be measured.  This  was 
only  partially  eliminated by the  intermittent  application of par t ia l  
vacuum. 
One method  which  was  partially  successful  involved  measuring 
the  power  consumption of the  st irring  motor  used  to  mix  the  contents of 
the reaction kettle. This method was also deemed unsatisfactory, since 
the  power  consumption  was  greatly  affected  by  the  degree  to  which  the 
prepolymer  adhered  to  the  st irring  paddle.  
At present, the most reliable method seems to be to synthesize 
each  batch  at  a t ime  and  temperature known by experience  to  yield a 
res in   with good foaming  character is t ics .   This   method  works  wel l   for  
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a given batch of es ter .  However ,  different  batches of es ter  have been 
found  to  require  different  reaction  times. 
The  carboxyl  content of the  ester  was  found  to  markedly  influence 
the foaming character is t ics  of r e s ins  made  f rom the  e s t e r .  Ea r ly  in  
the program, resins  (Ser ies  92 and  95)  were  prepared  f rom es te rs  of 
relatively high carboxyl content (8- 10 equivalent-percent) .  Foams pre-  
pared   f rom  these   res ins   in   mos t   cases   ranged   in   qua l i ty   f rom  fa i r   to  
excellent.  Toward the end of the feasibi l i ty  s tudies ,  res ins  (Ser ies  97)  
were   p repa red   f rom  an   e s t e r  of much  lower  carboxyl  content 
(1. 5 equivalent-percent).  Ten batches of r e s in  were  p repa red  f rom 
th is   es te r   ba tch   under  a wide  variety of conditions.  Only  one of 
these   res ins ,  No. 97F with an inherent viscosity of 0.52 yielded a good 
foam. Most of the remaining resins gave non-uniform foams of poor 
quality. It was noted that the low carboxyl ester reacted much more 
slowly  with  the DAB than  the  high  carboxyl   es ters   to   give  res ins  of 
comparable  inherent  viscosi ty .  The pr incipal  resul ts  a re  l is ted in  
Table  VII. 
The  foregoing  resul ts   indicate   s t rongly  that   es ters  of high carboxyl 
content   yield  res ins   with  bet ter   foaming  character is t ics   than  es ters  of 
low carboxyl content. However, the preparation of e s t e r s  of re la t ively 
high (and controlled) carboxyl content is not simple.  The preparation 
of high  carboxyl  esters  probably  is  a resu l t  of inadequate  bicarbonate 
extraction and washing procedures.  The alternative procedure adopted 
consis ts  of the blending of two ester fractions,  that  is  the low carboxyl 
ester  obtained as the  main  product of the  esterification  and  the rela- 
t ively  high  carboxyl  fraction  obtained  by  acidification of the  f irst   bicarb- 
onate  wash  fraction. 
A s e r i e s  of res ins  was  prepared  by react ing DAB with mixed 
esters  with  carboxyl  contents  ranging  from  3.9  to 8 .4  equivalent- 
percent.  A s  previously noted, reaction t ime s were  cons iderably  shor te r  
for  res ins  made from high carboxyl  res ins .  Surpris ingly,  res ins  pre-  
pared   f rom  es te rs   wi th  a high  carboxyl  content  did  not  yield  consistently 
good foams. However, a mixed ester  with a carboxyl content of 3.9 
equivalent-percent   was  used  in   preparing a resin  with  excellent  foaming 
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3 e sin 
Num- 
be r 
9 2A 
92 B 
92C 
92 D 
95A 
95B 
9 5 c  
95 D 
95E 
95F 
97A 
97B 
9 7 c  
97D 
97E 
97F 
97G 
97H 
975 
9°K 
Table VII. Effect of Synthesis Conditions on Foaming Characteristics 
of BTDA-EtOH-DAB Prepolymers  
Carboxyl 
,ontent of 
Es te r  
Eq -TO 
9.6 
7.8 
1.5 
qeaction 
Time, 
Minutes 
34 
23 
19 
20 
45 
40 
45 
35 
3 0  
32 
100 
75 
85 
115 
80 
170 
185 
125 
110 
95 
Reaction 
:emperature, 
“C 
165 
180 
175 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
200 
200 
1 i 
I 
” 
L 
[nherent 
‘iscosity 
(Note 1) 
0.53 
(Note 
2_) 
- 
0.46 
0. 38 
0.49 
0.52 
0.57 
0.46 
0. 64 
0.74 
- 
- 
Quality 
of Foam Remarks 
Excellent ~ Uniform 
Fai r  
Fa i r  
Good 
Good 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Poor  
Good 
Good 
Poor  
Poor  
Poor  
Poor  
Poor  
Good 
Poor  
Fair 
Very  Poor 
Extremely  Poor  
Coarse Cells 
Slightly  Non-Uniform 
Slightly Non-Uniform 
Slightly  Non-Uniform 
Uniform  Cells 
Uniform  Cells 
Non-Uniform; Fractured 
Nearly  Uniform 
Uniform, Except one large 
cell  
Low Density; Non-Uniform 
Non- Uniform;  Large  Cells 
Non-Uniform; Large Cells 
Xon-Uniform; Large Cells 
Non-Uniform; Large Cells 
Few  Large  Cells 
Non- Uniform 
Non-Uniform 
Very  Coarse  Cells 
Large   Frac tures  
Note 1: Determined at concentration of 2. 5 gm/100cc in dimethylformamide 
Note 2: Inherent viscosity run on blended batches 
characterist ics.  Subsequently,  a la rge  number  of res in  ba tches  w a s  
prepared   f rom  mixed   es te rs   wi th  a carboxyl  content of 3. 5 equivalent- 
percent.  With few exceptions, the chemically blown foams prepared 
f rom  these   r e s ins   were   un i fo rm  in   ce l l   s t ruc tu re .  
Standard  Svnthesis   Procedure 
Based on the difficulties described i n  the preceding section, stand- 
ard  synthesis   procedures   for   the  preparat ionof   the  es ter   and t h e  r e s i n w e r e  
adopted  for  the  remainder of the  program.  The  fol lowing  preparat ions  are  
typical:  
E1706-4 Prepara t ion  of BTDA-Ethanol  Ester 
BTDA, 4508 gm (14.0 mole) ,  was s l u r r i e d  in 9 liters of anhydrous 
ethanol, and the mixture heated to reflux. After the BTDA had dissolved, 
700 m l  of concentrated  sulfuric  acid  was  added  dropwise  with  constant 
s t i r r ing .  The  mixture  was  s t i r red  a t  re f lux  for  3 0  hours.  Excess ethanol 
(approximately 7 l i ters)   was  then  dis t i l led off until  the  volume of reactants  
was reduced to approximately one third of the original.  The crude product 
was taken up in 7 l i t e r s  of ether and washed twice with water. It was  
then  washed  three  t imes  with  equal  volumes of saturated  aqueous  sodium 
bicarbonate  solution  unti l   acidification of the  bicarbonate  washes  failed  to 
precipitate carboxyl salts .  The partially esterified product from the first 
bicarbonate  wash  was  recovered  by  acidification  and  taken  up  in  ether.  
Both  fractions of es ter   were  dr ied  as   e ther   solut ions  with  anhydrous 
magnesium sulfate.  Residual solvents in both fractions were then removed 
under vacuum on a ro t a ry  s t i l l  a t  15OoC for  3 hours.  The low carboxyl 
e s t e r  had a carboxyl  content of 0. 9 equivalent  percent  and  weighed 3457 g m  
(53 percent  of theoretical) .  The high carboxyl ester contained 2 2 .  1 equiva- 
lent  percent  carboxyl  and  weighed 1487 gm. 
E1706-8 Prepara t ion  of BTDA-EtOH-DAB  Resins  from E1706-4 E s t e r s  
. 
Eleven batches of BTDA-EtOH-DAB resin were prepared from 
the E1706-4 mixed esters .  A mixture  of 123. 6 gm of low carboxyl ester 
and 16. 4 gm of high  carboxyl  ester  ( total  of 0. 3 mole)  was  heated  to 
18OoC under  argon  and  solid DAB, 64.3 gm ( 0 . 3  mole),  w a s  added while 
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s t i r r ing .  The  reac t ion  mixture  was  s t i r red  for  100  minutes  a t  180°C.  
The  res in   ket t le   was  evacuated  br ief ly   every  30  minutes   to   faci l i ta te  
removal  of ethanol of reaction. The reaction was terminated by cooling 
thc  mel t  in  an ice bath.  The glassy product was shattered into fine 
particles by the addition of l iquid nitrogen. Finally,  the resin was 
ground  to  pass 80 mesh  and  dr ied  under   vacuum  for   16  hours   a t   50°C.  
The  inherent   viscosi ty  of e a c h  of the   res ins   was   de te rmined   a t  a 
concentration of 2. 5 gm/100  cc  of dimethylformamide.  The resul ts  
indicate a f a i r  deg ree  of reproducibi l i ty .  The average inherent  vis-  
cosi ty   was 0. 53  with a standard  deviation of 0 .  02. 
E l  706-24  Preparat ion of High  Puri ty   BTDA-Ethanol   Tetraester  
BTDA (1612. 1 gm, 5.0 mole)  was s lurr ied in  3100 ml absolute 
ethanol.  Concentrated sulfuric acid (250 ml) was added dropwise to the 
mixture, and thc pot was heated to gentle reflux. The BTDA dissolved, 
and the reaction was stirred at  gentle reflux for 40 hours.  
The  excess   e thanol   was  removed  f rom  the  pot   by  dis t i l la t ion 
(about 1500 ml ethanol were disti l led out),  and the crude product was 
taken up in 5000 ml benzene. This benzene solution was shaken several  
t imes with fresh double-dis t i l led water .  Par t ia l ly  reacted ester  was 
removed from the  product  by  shaking  the  benzene  solution  several   t imes 
with  f rcsh 10 percent  aqueous  sodium  bicarbonate  solution ( U S P  b i ca r -  
bonate i n  double-dis t i l led water  was used) ,  and the f i rs t  bicarbonate  
wash  was  set   as ide  for   subsequent   recovery of the  partially  reacted 
es te r .  The  remain ing  te t raes te r  so lu t ion  was  then  dr ied  by  shaking  
severa l   t imes   over   f resh   anhydrous   magnes ium  su l fa te ,   and   f i l t e r ing  
out the solids.  The benzene was then evaporated from the tetraester 
by disti l lat ion at  ambient pressure,  and solvent residues were removed 
under  vacuum  by  heating  the  ester  on a ro t a ry   s t i l l   f o r  3 hours  at   about 
5 mm mercury and 150°C bath temperature .  The low carboxyl  f ract ion 
weighed 1009. 1 gm (43 percent  of theoretical  yield),  i t  had an equiva- 
lent  percent  carboxyl  content of 1. 5, and  an  equivalent  weight of 
132. 6 by analysis.  The high carboxyl fraction weighed 571. 1 gm;  i t  
had an  equivalent  percent  carboxyl  content of 24 .4 ,  and an  equivalent 
weight of 116.6  by  analysis. 
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This  batch of high  purity  BTDA-ethanol-DAB ester was  used  to 
prepare  the  fol lowing  res in   batches.  
E1706-25- 1: Ten  Percent   Carboxyl   (By  Equiva lence)  
A mix tu re  of BTDA-ethanol   es ter   E1706-15  containing  90.5  gm of 
low  carboxyl  ester  and  47. 3 gm  high  carboxyl  ester  (137. 8 gm, 0.  3 mole  
mixed),  was heated under argon to 180°C with constant st irring. Solid 
DAB (64. 3 gm, 0.  3 mole)  was added under  argon to  the s t i r red ester ,  
and  the  mixture   was  reacted 5 minutes   a t  a t empera tu re  of about 
140-145°C.  The system was then evacuated to  remove ethanol  of 
reaction, and after a total  of 10 minutes  s t i r r ing at  140-145°C; the pot  
was cooled rapidly in an ice bath,  l iquid nitrogen poured over the melt  
to shatter i t ,  and the result ing product stored under argon. After being 
ground to a fine powder,  the glass was dried overnight at  50°C under 
vacuum. 
E l  706-25-2: Twenty Percent Carboxyl (By Equivalence) 
A mixture  of BTDA-ethanol ester E1706-15 containing 38.8 gm 
of low  carboxyl  ester  and  95.6  gm of high  carboxyl   es ter   (134.4  gm, 
0.  3 mole mixed),  was heated under argon to 180°C with constant st irring. 
Solid DAB (64. 3 gm, 0.  3 mole)   was  added  under   argon  to   the  s t i r red 
es te r ,  and  the  mixture  was  s t i r red  severa l  minutes  a t  about  140°C.  
The system was evacuated to remove ethanol of react ion.  After  a total  
of about 4 minutes reaction at  about 145"C, the melt  could no longer be 
st irred.  The pot was cooled rapidly in an ice bath,  and l iquid nitrogen 
poured over the melt  to shatter i t .  The result ing product was ground 
to'a fine powder, dried in a vacuum oven overnight at 50"C, and stored 
under   argon.  
E1706-28-1:  Preparat ion of BTDA-Ethanol-DAB Pyrrone from 
High  Puri ty   Ester   E1706-24 
A mixture  of low  and  high  carboxyl  esters  having a 3. 5 equivalent 
percent carboxyl content, and containing 128. 2 gm of low carboxyl 
es te r   and   11 .8   gm of high  carboxyl   es ter   (140.  0 gm,  0 .  3 mole  mixed 
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ester) ,   was  heated  under   argon  to  180°C; and solid DAB (64.  3 gm, 
0. 3 mole) was  added  under  a rgon ,  to  the  s t i r red  es te r .  The  resu l t ing  
me l t   was   r eac t ed   a t  180°C for 100  minutes   under   argon  ( the  system 
was evacuated every 30 minutes to remove ethanol  of reaction).  The 
melt   was  then  cooled  rapidly  in   an ice bath, and liquid nitrogen poured 
over  it to sha t t e r   t he   Py r rone   g l a s s .  It was ground to a fine powder, 
dried  overnight  in a vacuum  oven  at   50"C,  and  stored  under  argon. 
E l  706-36:   Preparat ion of BTDA-Ethanol-DAB  Pyrrone  f rom 
Combined Ester  
A 3.5 equivalent percent free carboxyl   es ter   was  prepared by 
mixing  339.6  gm of BTDA-EtOH  low  carboxyl  ester  El  706-15  with 
45. 3 g m  of BTDA-EtOH  high  carboxyl  ester  E1706-24. 
This   mixed  es ter   was  heated  under   argon  to   180 "C in a 15 gallon 
high  temperature  circulating  bath  and  176. 8 g m  (0. 83 mole)  of solid 
DAB was added. The entire reaction system was evacuated every 
30 minutes,  after the DAB addition, to rapidly remove the evolved 
ethanol .  The mixture  was s t i r red at  180°C for  105 minutes  and the 
result ing melt  was then rapidly cooled in an ice bath.  After cooling, 
the  sol id   product   was  shat tered  into  small   f ragments  by pouring liquid 
nitrogen  over  i t .  
E l  706-34: P r e p a r a t i o n  of BTDA-Ethanol Combined Ester 
A 2298 gm  (5   mole)   mix ture  of res idual   f ract ions of BTDA-EtOH 
ester   (approximately 75 percent   es te r i f ied)   f rom  pr ior   es te r   runs   was  
dissolved in one gallon of anhydrous ethanol, and 100 ml of concentrated 
sulfuric acid were added dropwise to the mixture.  This reaction mix- 
ture   was   run   a t   re f lux   for  40 hours, with the excess ethanol continuously 
removed by disti l lat ion.  The crude product was taken up in one gallon 
of benzene  and  the  benzene  phase  was  shaken up a l t e rna te ly   i n   f r e sh  
water ,   in  10 percent aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution and again in 
f resh water .  The benzene phase was then dr ied over  anhydrous mag- 
nesium  sulfate  and  the  product  recovered by disti l l ing off the  benzene. 
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Residual   solvents   were  then  removed  by  vacuum  dis t i l la t ion  in  a r o t a r y  
s t i l l  fo r  th ree  hours  a t  a ba th  tempera ture  of 150°C.  The resul tant  
product  weighed  1348  gm  (57  percent of the  theoretical   yield  based  on 
a 75  percent   es ter i f ied  s tar t ing  mater ia l ) .  
This  product  was  combined  with  the  remaining  BTDA-EtOH  low 
carboxyl   es te r   f rac t ions   f rom  pr ior   es te r i f ica t ion   reac t ions ,   to   make  
a stock combined ester weighing 3570 gm.  This  s tock  es te r  was  des ig-  
nated E1706-34 combined ester.  This ester was analyzed and found to 
have  an  equivalent  weight of 122. 2 and  an  equivalent  unreacted  carboxyl 
content of 0. 11 percent .  
The remaining partially esterified BTDA-EtOH ester fraction 
was  recovered  f rom  the  f i rs t   aqueous  bicarbonate   wash by acidification 
with hydrochloric acid. The aqueous phase from this recovery was 
decanted and this new high carboxyl content fraction was taken up in 
2 l i t e r s  of benzene. The benzene phase was shaken with fresh water 
and dr ied over  anhydrous magnesium sulfate .  After  drying was com- 
pleted, the benzene was distilled off and this new high carboxyl content 
es te r  f rac t ion  was  taken  up in one l i ter  of ethanol. This combined 
es te r   was   used   to   p repare  a 10 pound batch of BTDA-Ethanol-DAB 
resin  in  the  following  manner.  
E1706-36:  Preparat ion of Master   Batch  of BTDA-Ethanol-DAB 
A total of nine 520 g ram  ba t ches  of t he   Py r rone   r e s in   were  
prepared  in  the  following  manner.  
A 334. 3 gm  quant i ty  of E1706-34  low  carboxyl  ester  was  blended 
with  52.8  gm of E1706-24  high  carboxyl ester to   make up 387 .1   gm 
(0 .  83  mole)  of combined  ester  with  an  equivalent free carboxyl  content 
of 3. 5 percent .  
Each  0 .83  mole  batch of this  combined  ester  was  heated  to  180°C 
under argon and 176.8 gm ( 0 .  83 mole)  of solid DAB was added. The 
reaction system was evacuated after addition of the DAB, and eve ry  
half hour thereafter, to remove the ethanol of react ion.  Each batch 
was  run  for  11 0 minutes  at   180  "C,  then  cooled  rapidly  in  an  ice  bath.  
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Liquid  nitrogen was then  poured  over   the  res in   mel t  to  shat ter   i t   in to  
small particles.  'The nine batches were blended and weighed. The 
total weight of the blended batches was 4635.2 gm. This product was 
s tored  under   argon  for  future  use  in  producing  chemically  blown  foams. 
E1706-41:  Preparat ion of BTDA-Ethanol-DAB Master Batch 
Seven nominal two pound batches of BTDA-ETOH-DAB resin were  
prepared   in  the following manner. 
The   es te r   was   p repared  by heating a 4508.4   gm  (14 .0   mole)  
quantity of BTDA slurr ied  in  8. 5 l i t e r s  of anhydrous  ethanol  to  gentle 
reflux. A 700 ml quantity of concentrated sulfuric acid was added 
dropwise,  and the mixture  was ref luxed for  40 hours with approximately 
one  gallon of ethanol  removed  from  the  reaction  mixture.  
One  gallon of benzene  was  added  and  the  mixture  heated  again  to 
reflux  and  reacted  for  an  additional 12 hours   using  an  azeotropic   t rap 
to remove the water of react ion.  The product  was then shaken several  
t imes  with  f resh  water   and  neutral ized  by  shaking  with  saturated 
aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution. The first bicarbonate wash was 
se t   a s ide   fo r   l a t e r   r ecove ry  of the  partially  esterified  product.  
The resultant benzene solution was dried over anhydrous mag- 
nesium sulfate  af ter  shaking with fresh water .  The solut ion was 
fi l tered  and  the  benzene  evaporated  from  the  ester  by  dist i l lat ion.  
Residual  solvents  were  removed by vacuum  disti l lat ion of the   es te r   a t  
a bath  tempcrature  of 150°C. 
The  te t raester   f ract ion  weighed 5324. 9 gm  (81  percent  of the 
theoretical   yield);   i t  had an  equivalent   percent   f ree   carboxyl   content  
of 0 .44 and  an  equivalent  weight  of  113. 2.  
The  par t ia l ly   reacted  es ter   was  recovered  f rom  the  bicarbonate  
wash by neutralization withahydrochloric acid.  I t  was then taken up in  
benzene, washed with fresh water,  dried over anhydrous magnesium 
sulfate and the benzene evaporated by disti l lat ion.  Residual solvents 
were  again  removed  by  vacuum  disti l lat ion  at  a ba th   t empera ture  of 
150°C. This fraction had an equivalent percent carboxyl content of 23. 8. 
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A mixed  es ter   with a 3 .  5 equivalent   percent   carboxyl   content   was 
pr'epared  by  blending  5324. 9 g m  of the  low  carboxyl   f ract ion  es ter   with 
779. 7 g m  of   the  high  carboxyl   f ract ion  es ter .  
The BTDA-EtOH-DAB resin E1706-41 was prepared as seven  
nominal two pound batches in the following manner. A 774. 0 g m  
(6.  64  equivalent) of mixed  ester  was  heated  to  180 "C under  argon  and 
353. 6 g m  (6 .  64 equivalent)  of solid DAB was added. The reaction mix- 
tures  were s t i r red under  argon for  130 minutes  each.  After  the ini t ia l  
addition of the DAB, the  system  was  evacuated  to   remove  e thanol  of 
reaction, and this procedure was repeated every half hour thereafter 
for  each batch prepared.  The resin was cooled rapidly in  an ice  bath 
and  l iquid  nitrogen  poured  over  the  resin  melt  t o  shat ter   i t   in to   small  
particles.  The seven batches were blended as master batch E1706-41 
and  stored  under  argon  for  future use  in molding chemically blown 
foams.  
The  var ious  batches of BTDA-Ethanol-DAB  Pyrrone  res ins   were 
used  in  various  stages of the  foam  development  program  described  in 
Sect ion  5 .2 .  
5 .2  FOAM DEVELOPMENT 
Study of Process ing   Var iab les  
P r io r   t o  the  preparation of large  sect ions of chemically  blown 
foam, several   processing  var iables   were  s tudied  fur ther .  
A block of chemically  blown  foam  measuring  nominally 
1 x 4 1 /2  x 6 inches  was  prepared  f rom a master   batch  made by blend- 
ing the eleven batches of E1706-8 r e s i n .  A charge weight of 275 gm of 
resin  containing 0 .5  percent  of Celogen OT blowing  agent  was  taken to 
make a molding  with a nominal  density of 3 0  pounds  per  cubic foot. 
However,  considerable flow from t h e  ,mold  occurred  during  cure   resul t -  
ing in a block with a density of only 17. 1 pounds per cubic foot. The 
process   was  t h e  same as used  previously: t h e  charge  was  placed  in t h e  
mold  andpreformed,  the  punch  released  and a shim  inserted,   the  mold  was 
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placed in a cold oven, and the temperature increased to 275"F, held 
a t   275°F  for  5 hours  and increased  to 500°F over a period of 5 hours .  
Excessive  f low  also  occurred  in  molding  several   2-1/4-inch 
diameter   discs   with  densi t ies   ranging  f rom 24.6 to  28.5  pounds  per 
cubic foot. At this point, three 2-1/4-inch diameter discs were pre- 
pared from a prepolymer containing, respectively,  0. 10, 0.25 and 
0 .50  percent Celogen OT as a blowing agent. All of the foams were 
fine-celled and uniform. The foam containing only 0. 10 percent  
blowing  agent  showed  no  tendency  to  flow  from  the  mold  during  cure  and 
a molding  with a nominal  density of 30 pounds  per  cubic  foot  was 
obtained.   In   preparing  the  remainder  of the 30 pound per cubic foot 
chemically  blown  foam  moldings,  it   was  decided  to  lower  the  blowing 
agent  concentration  from 0. 50 to 0. 10  percent  to  allow  better  control 
of the  density. 
An addi t ional   ser ies  of res ins   was  made  f rom  mixed  es ters   in  
which  the  carboxyl  content  varied  from 2. 0 to 8. 0 equivalent  percent. 
The  results  confirmed  those  obtained  previously;  that   is ,   resins  with 
the  best   foaming  character is t ics   are   made  f rom  esters   with  the 
carboxyl  cuntent  in  the  range of 3 to 4 equivalent  percent. 
An effor t   was  made  to   prepare  foams  with  f iner   cel ls   by  the 
addition of a liquid surfactant, Union Carbide's L-520. The use of 
this surfactant did not result  in any improvement.  In fact ,  the foam 
containing  the  surfactant   was  much  coarser   and  more  i r regular   in   cel l  
s t ructure   than a control  foam  without  the  surfactant. 
Further  evidence  was  obtained  which  indicates  that   the  degree  of 
purification of the  BTDA-EtOH  ester   f rom  which  the  res ins   are   pre-  
pared   i s   p robably   the   mos t   impor tan t   s ing le   fac tor   in   p repar ing  
uniform, fine-celled foams. One BTDA-EtOH ester, E1706-12 was 
prepared  by  refluxing  BTDA  and  ethanol  in  the  presence of sulfur ic  
acid  for 60 hours .   Purif icat ion  consis ted of distilling off mos t  of the 
excess  ethanol,   removing  any  water of reaction by azeotropic 
distillation  with  benzene,  washing  with  water  and  sodium  bicarbonate 
solution and drying over anhydrous magnesium sulfate solution. The 
benzene  was  removed  by  distillation  and by evaporation  in a ro ta ry  
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sti l l   to  give a product  with a carboxyl  content of 0.  7 equivalent  percent. 
A tes t   batch of resin,   E1706-14-1,  was  made  by  reacting DAB with a 
portion of this  ester  to  which  had  been  added  sufficient  high  carboxyl 
content   es ter   to   give  an  overal l   carboxyl   content  of 3.5 equivalent 
percent .  A foam  prepared   f rom  th i s   res in   was   ex t remely   poor   in  
qual i ty ,   wi th   many  cel ls   larger   than  1/8  inch  in   diameter .  
The   remain ing   El  706- 12 ester  was  then  dissolved  in  benzene, 
washed twice with water, dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate 
and separated from the benzene in a rotary s t i l l .  Another  batch of 
res in ,  E1706-14-2,  was prepared from this  reworked ester .  A foam 
prepared   f rom  th i s   res in   was  of good  quality  and  had a uniform  cell  
s t ructure .  It is apparent   f rom  these  resul ts   that   the   purif icat ion of the 
BTDA-EtOH  ester is extremely  cr i t ical   in   preparing  foams  f r 'om  the 
res in   made   f rom  the   es te r .  
P repa ra t ion  of Samples  
Chemically  blown  foam  samples  with  nominal  densities of 20 and 30 
pounds  per  cubic  foot  were  prepared  and  submitted  to NASA for  
characterization. The complete set  of samples  consis ted of 3 0  1-inch 
long  cylindrical   specimens,   20  with a d iameter  of 2 inches  and  10  with 
a d iameter  of 1 inch. 
The 2-inch specimens were made as follows: A charge weight of 
34.40 g m  of powdered  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  resin  containing 0. 1 percent  
Celogen  OT  was  placed  in a 2 1/4-inch  diameter  mold  and  preformed 
at  5000 psi .  The punch was raised, a shim was inserted to give an 
inside axial mold dimension of 1. 125 inches, and the entire assembly 
was  secured  with a C-clamp. The mold assembly was placed in a cold 
oven  and  the  temperature  was  increased to 275°F  in  about  20  minutes. 
The  temperature  was  maintained at 275°F for 5 hours   and  programmed 
from  275"  to   500°F  over  a period of 5 hours.   After  cooling  to  room 
temperature,  the moldings were removed from the mold, weighed 
and measured.  The ent i re  set  of specimens was postcured in  argon 
f r o m  300"  to 700°F  over  a period of 5 days. Following postcure, 
each of the  specimens  was  again  weighed  and  measured. 
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The  procedure  was  the  same  for   the  one-inch  diameter   specimens,  
except  that  a charge  weight of 8 .57  gm  was  placed  in  a l - l / 8 - inch  
d iameter  m o l d .  
The  density of each  of the  specimens  before  and  after  postcure 
was calculated from the appropriate weight and dimensions.  The 
weights,   dimensions  and  calculated  densit ies  l ie  within a f a i r ly   na r row 
range (see Table VIII), indicating that a reproducible material and 
process have been achieved. The combined molding and postcuring 
shrinkage was somewhat higher than had been anticipated,  with the 
resul t   that   each of the  specimens  was  s l ight ly   smaller   in   both  dimen- 
s ions  than  desired.  
Two  bi l le ts   were  molded  f rom a blended  batch of BTDA-EtOH- 
DAB resins  in  the 6-1/2 x 9 inch mold. The finely powdered resin- 
blowing agent mixture (751 gm) was distributed evenly in the mold and 
subjected  to  1000  psi   pressure  for a few  seconds to give a uniform 
preform. The punch was then raised and shimmed to give a distance 
between the top and bottom punches of 1.55 inches.  After clamping, 
the mold was placed in a cold oven. The temperature was then 
increased to 275°F in about 10 minutes,  held at 275°F  for  5 hours ,  
Table VIII. Weight, Dimensions, and Densities of Chemically 
Blown  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  Foam  Specimens 
1- 
P rope  r ty 
Average Weight, g m  
Standard  Deviation 
. 
I " . 
. .. 
Average Length,  inches 
. , ~~~~~~ ,. . 
Average Diameter ,  inches 
i- 
Average Density, lb/cu f t  
Standard  Deviation 
Nominal 1 inch 
d iameter   d iameter  
Nominal 2 inch 
AS 
molded 
7. 27 
0. 10 
~~ ~~ ~" 
1. 042 
0.010 
1. 052 
0. 0031 
.~ 
~" . .. 
30.58 
0. 45 
~~ ~ . -- 
P o s t -  
." .. 
5. 87 
0. 0044 0. 0023 
2. 108 0.987 
0.012  0.012 
1. 050 0.978 
0. 44 0. 07 
29.74 
~ .~ 
29.89 
0. 32 0. 40 
30.89 
P o  st- 
cured  
23.69 
0. 34 
0. 980 
0.012 
1.  969 
0.0033 
30. 18 
0. 36 
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i nc reased   f rom  275"   t o  5 0 0 ° F  over  a period of 5 hours, and cooled to 
room t empera tu re .  F ina l ly ,  t he  b i l l e t s  were  pos t cu red  in  a rgon  f rom 
275" to 700°F over a period of 5 days.  Table IX lists the dimensions 
and  density of each  bi l le t  as molded  after  postcure.  
Table IX. Dimensions and Densit ies of Chemically 
Blown  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  Foam  Billets 
~ ~~ 
~ .. ~ .. . ... . . . . " ~. 
Billet  1 Billet  2 
P r o p e r t y  As 
cured  molded cured  molded 
Pos t -  AS Post- 
. ~. ~- ~~~ - ~~~ .. " " .~. ~ ~~ ~ 
Weight,  gm 525  664 525 661 
Dimensions,  inches 1.549 x 
8. 082 8.637 8. 082 8.625 
5.833 X 6 . 2 4 0 ~  5 . 8 4 0 ~  6 . 2 5 0 ~  
1.436 x 1.531 x 1.450 x 
~. ~~ . . - . - __ 
~ 
Density,  lb/cu f t  29. 5 30. 6 29. 2 30. 1 
Af te r   the   p rocess ing   parameters   for   the   mold ing  of 30 pound p e r  
cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foams  had  been  established,  an  attempt  was 
made to  extend  the  density  range of the  chemically  blown  foams. 
Chemically  blown  foams  were  prepared  from  the  following 
prepolymers:  
E1706-25-1, 10 equivalent-percent carboxyl content 
E1706-25-2, 20 equivalent-percent carboxyl content 
E1706-25-3, 15 equivalent-percent carboxyl content 
F o a m s  of three  nominal   densi ty   grades  were  prepared  f rom 
E1706-25-1: 30, 45, and 60 pounds per cubic foot. The 30 pound foam 
was of fair quali ty with mostly fine cells and a few  large  cel ls .   The 
45 pound  foam  was  extremely  f ine  celled  and  uniform  but  showed  some 
evidence of f ine cracking at and near  the edges.  The 60 pound foam was 
also very f ine cel led but  spl i t  in to  several  large pieces  during cure.  The 
resu l t s  seem to  indicate  no  particular  advantage  in  the use of t h i s  
prepolymer  in  place  of  the  standard  prepolymer  prepared  from  the 
e s t e r  with 3 .  5 equivalent-percent  carboxyl  content.  
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Chemically  blown  foams  could  not  be  prepared from ei ther  
E1706-25-2  (20  equivalent-percent  carboxyl)  or  E1706-25-3 
(15 equivalent-percent carboxyl).  In each  case ,  the  preformed mix- 
tu re  of prepolymer  and  blowing  agent  failed  to  foam  in  the  mold  during 
the heating cycle.  Instead, the mixtures cured to hard,  somewhat 
porous  discs  with  densit ies in the  range of 60-65  pounds  per  cubic  foot. 
Effect of Oven  Advancement on P r o p e r t i e s  
Small  quantit ies of BTDA-ethanol-DAB, E1706-28-1 were heated 
in  a vacuum  oven  for  various  t imes  at   275"  and 3 5 0 ° F  and  the  result  
of this   high  temperature   exposure  on  the  mel t ing  point   was  determined.  
At  both  temperatures,   the  melting  point  decreased  after  short   heating 
t imes and then increased with longer heating periods.  The following 
tab le  summar izes  the  resu l t s .  
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Larger   quant i t ies  of No. 1706-28-1 were heated under vacuum 
9 0  minutes  at 275"F, 210 minutes at 275"F, and 120 minutes at 350"F, 
respectively.  After advancement,  the prepolymers were reground, 
compounded  with 0. 1 percent  Celogen OT and  cured  into  foams  with a 
nominal  densi ty  of 30 pounds per cubic foot. A dis t inct  improvement  
in   f ineness  of cell s t ructure   and  uniformity  was  noted in those  foams 
made  f rom the  prepolymer  hea ted  a t  275°F.  The  foam prepared  f rom 
the  prepolymer  heated  at  350°F was only of fair quality. 
Chemical ly   blown  foams of greatly  improved  quali ty  were  prepared 
from  prepolymers  which  had  been  advanced  by  controlled  heating  in a 
vacuum oven. The effect  of various heating periods up to 16 hours at 
275°F on  the  foaming charac te r i s t ics  was  studied! Excel lent  foams 
with densit ies of 30 and 42 pounds per cubic foot with fine, uniform 
cel l   s t ructures   were  obtained  f rom  prepolymer  E1706-28-1  heated  for  
3-1 /2  hours  a t  275°F.  Pre l iminary  a t tempts  to  prepare  a good 60 
pound foam were unsuccessful .  The cel l  s t ructure  was uniform,  but  
the  specimen  contained  several   large  f racture   planes.  
A s e r i e s  of three  preliminary  low  density  chemically  blown  foams 
was  molded  with  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  resin  E1706-28  and  Celogen  AZ. 
The  foams  were  molded  in  an  attempt  to  determine  whether  chemically 
blown  foams  with  relatively  uniform  cell   structure  and  structural  
integrity could be formed in the 5-15 pound density range. 
These three foams,  designated Y-1,  Y-2 and Y-3 were molded 
in  a one  inch  diameter  mold  with  vacuum  oven  advanced  El  706-28 
r e s i n  and blowing agent contents of 0. 1 percent ,   0 .2   percent   and 
0.3 percent .  The cured densi t ies  of these  foams were  14 .3 ,  13 .6  and  
13. 7 pounds per cubic foot respectively. No a t tempt  was  made  to  pos t -  
cure   these   foams,   s ince   they   were   cons idered   to   be   p re l iminary  
at tempts   to   understand  the  behavior  of the  resin  under  low  density  foam- 
ing  procedures.  
All   three  foams  appeared  to   possess  a fair degree  of  toughness,  
an  equal  distribution of nonuniform  sized  cells  and  no  evidence  of  foam 
fractures   due  to   cur ing  temperatures  or  cooling. 
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A s e r i e s  of five  chemically  blown  foams  was  molded  in  an  effort 
to   es tabl ish  the  processing  condi t ions  necessary  for   the  formation of 
a resin  formulation,  which  will   enable a wide  density  range of foams  to 
be molded. 
The first foam  was  molded  with  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  resin  E1706-36 
which  had  been  advanced  to  425 "F in a vacuum  oven  and  held  at 425 " F  
fo r  7 minutes .   This  material was ground and blended with 0. 3 per - 
cent  Celogen A Z  and  molded  in a 1-1/8  inch  mold  from  300"  to  600°F. 
This foam was designated Y-4, sectioned and found to possess an even 
distribution of uniform cells.  The density of this foam was calculated 
to be 14. 9 pounds per cubic foot. This foam was not postcured. 
The  second  foam  was  molded  with  E1706-36  resin  which had been 
advanced  to  338°F  in a vacuum  oven  and  held  at   338°F  for  one  hour.  
The  advanced  resin  was  ground  and  molded  in a 1-1/8  inch  mold  from 
300" to 600 "F without the addition of any blowing agent. This foam 
was designated Y-5, sectioned and found to possess an uneven distribu- 
tion of re la t ively large cel ls .  The densi ty  of this foam was calculated 
to  be 15. 1 pounds per cubic foot. This foam was not Postcured. 
A s e r i e s  of three  foams  was  molded  from  E1706-36  resin  advanced 
in  the same manner  as that used for foam Y-5. This advanced resin 
was ground and blended with 0 . 1  percent Celogen OT. Charge weights 
were calculated to give foams with final densities of 15, 30 and 
45 pounds per cubic foot. The proper amounts of res in  were  charged  
into 1 - 1 /8 inch  molds  a t   room  temperature   and  pressure  was  appl ied  to  
compact  the resin in  the molds.  The molds were then spaced to  pre-  
determined volumes and the mold rams clamped into place.  These 
molds  were  then  placed  in  an  oven  and  heated  from  room  temperature 
to  275"F,  held  at 275°F for   f ive  hours ,   then  heated  f rom 275"  to  500°F 
in five hours and cooled to room temperature. These three foams were  
designated Y - 6 ,  Y-7 and Y - 8 ,  and the densi t ies  were calculated to  be 
15. 3, 3 0 .  5 and 42. 9 pounds per cubic foot, respectively. The foams 
were  sectioned  and  i t   was  found  that  all but  the  15  pound  foam  had  evenly 
distributed uniform cells.  The 15 pound foam had an uneven distribution 
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of l a rge  cells very  much l ike  foam Y-5. None of t hese  foams  were  
postcured.  The physical  propert ies  and processing condi t ions of these 
f ive  foams are  summar ized   in   Table  X. 
A small quantity of BTDA-EtOH-DAB  resin  E1706-36  was  heated 
f o r  3 hours at  300"F, ground and a portion blended with 0.1 percent 
Celogen OT blowing agent. An equivalent amount of t h i s   ma te r i a l   was  
set aside and not blended with the blowing agents. A se t  of s ix   foams 
was  molded  with  these  materials;   three  foams  with  nominal  densit ies 
of 15, 30 and 45 pounds per cubic foot were molded with the resin con- 
taining  the  blowing  agent  and a similar set of three  with  res in   not   con-  
taining the blowing agent. The results of these moldings a re  summar ized  
in   Table  XI. 
Table X.  P rocess ing  Pa rame te r s  and  Dens i t i e s  
of Chemical ly   Blown  Foams 
P e r c e n t  
Agent  
Y -5 
Y - 6  0. I 
Y - 7  0. I 
y - 8  I O e l  
Mold Size  
I-1/8 i n c h  ( d i a m e t e r )  
x 1 inch 
1 - 1 /8 i n c h   ( d i a m e t e r )  
x 1 inch 
I - 1 /8 Inch  (d iamvtrr)  
x I-1/8 inch 
1 - I /8 i n c h   ( d i a m t t e r )  
x 1 - 1 / 8  inch 
1 - I  / t l  i n r h   ( d i a n w t t r )  
x 1 - 1 / 8  inch 
4.00  
4.00 
-I. 50 
8. 60 
12. 90 
~ 
( l b / c u   f t )  
D e n s i t y  
14.9 
15.  1 
1 5 .  3 
30.5 
42.9 
Descr ip t ion   o f  Foam 
" 
Evenly   d i s t r ibutcd   un i form 
c e l l s  - n o   c r a c k s  
N o n - u n i f o r m   c e l l s  -no 
c r a c k s  
c r a c k s  
N o n - u n i f o r m   c c l l s  - no 
Evcnly  d is tr ibutcd uni form 
c c l l s  - n o   c r a c k s  
Evcn ly   d i s t r ibuted   un i form 
c e l l s  - n o   c r a c k s  
Based  upon  investigation of the  foaming  parameters   i t   appears  
that optimum chemically blown foams with densities of 15, 30 and 
45 pounds per cubic foot will be formed with BTDA-EtOH-DAB resins 
advanced in the 300" - 3 5 0 ° F  range. A small  amount  of blowing. agent 
appears to aid in obtaining a uniform  cel l   s t ructure .  
The  processing  condi t ions  necessary  to   produce  acceptable  
45  pound  chemically  blown  foams  were  investigated.   Both  Celogen RA 
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Table XI. P r o p e r t i e s  of Chemically Blown Foams 
L. 
-, , .  ~ . . ... ~- 
Nominal 
Density 
( lb / cu   f t )  
15 
15 
30 
30 
45 
Blowing 
Agent 
(percent )  
Molded 
Density 
( lb /cu  f t )  
14.9 
15.4 
30.5 
3 0 . 3  
42.6 
42.0 
Appearance 
Non-uniform  cel l   s t ructure  
Non-uniform  cel l   s t ructure  
Good ce l l  s t ruc ture ,  no  
c r a c k s  
Good cel l  s t ructure ,  no 
c r a c k s  
Good ce l l  s t ruc ture ,  b roke  in  
mold 
Good cel l  s t ructure ,  broke in  
mold 
_ _ ~  
(blowing  temperature  approximately  425 O F )  and  Celogen A Z  (blowing 
tempera ture   approximate ly   350°F)   were   used  as blowing agents and the 
advancing conditions were varied between 3 hours   a t  3 0 0 ° F  in a 
vacuum oven to  6-1/2 hours  a t  275°F in  a vacuum oven. Molding in 
both a press and an oven were investigated.  The material  was intro- 
duced  to  each of these  both  cold  and  at   temperature.  
Ini t ia l   resul ts  of this  investigation  indicate  that  the  most  uniform 
foams  with  acceptable   cel l   s t ructure   were  produced  using  res in   which 
had been advanced 6 -1 /2  hours  at 275°F in a vacuum oven.  This  res in  
blended with 0.1 percent Celogen A Z ,  introduced  to a hot mold and 
cured  in a forced  draf t   oven  appeared  to   produce  the  best   45 pound 
foam. 
Several  4- 1 /2   inch x 6 -  1 / 2  inch  bi l le ts  of chemically  blown  foam 
with a nominal density of 15 pounds per cubic foot were attempted, how- 
ever  the  blown material did  not   appear   to  f i l l  the  mold.   Thus,   the  charge 
weights of t he   l a rge r   b i l l e t s   were   i nc reased   on   success ive   b i l l e t s   un t i l   b i l l e t s  
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with no appreciable surface depressions were obtained. The increased 
charge   weight   necessary   to  f i l l  the  mold  volume  increased  the  density 
of the  molded  foams  to   nominal ly  20 pounds  per  cubic foot. 
Several chemically  blown  foams  with a nominal   densi ty   of45  pounds 
per  cubic  foot  were  molded  by  introducing  the  charge  into  the  mold 
heated  to  175" F and  250" F. The  lower  temperature   appeared  to   give 
a foam  with a uniform  cel l   s t ructure   and  no  s igns  of   case  handening.  
The  foam  development   program  indicated  that   chemical ly   blown 
foams of small cross-section  could  be  successfully  molded  in  the 
15 to 40 pound per  cubic  foot  density  range but  when  attempts  were 
made  to   scale  up to la rger   b i l le t s ,   the   foam  behavior   was   e r ra t ic .  
This would seem  to   indicate   that   the   lower  densi ty   foams  are   very 
c r i t i ca l   wi th   respec t   to   the   f low  charac te r i s t ics   and   hea t   exchange  
through  the  cel lular   res in   matr ix .  
The  higher   densi ty   foams  in   the  greater   number  of cases   posses sed  
uniform structure with fine evenly distributed cells,  however,  they have 
a tendency to undergo catastrophic shrinkage cracking. Further investi-  
gation will be necessary  to  e l imina te  th i s  c racking .  Those  molded  
foams  with  densit ies  between  15  and 40 pounds per cubic foot which 
were  of re la t ively  uniform  cel l   s t ructure   with  minimal   cracking  were 
used  to  supply  the  material   for  the 1 inch  diameter  and 2 inch  diameter  
cylinders and large billets required for evaluation by NASA-LRC. The 
charac te r iza t ion  of the  available  foam  specimens is summar ized   in   the  
following sections. 
5.3 FOAM CHARACTERIZATION 
The  character izat ion of the  chemically  blown  foams  involved a 
continuous  evaluation as  the  development  progressed  and a final  evalu- 
ation of the  physical   properties of the  optimized  chemically  blown  foams. 
The  continuous  evaluation of the  chemically  blown foams consisted 
of visual   observat ion of the  sectioned  foams  and  calculation of the "as 
molded' '  and postcured densit ies of these foams.  These observat ions 
are  discussed  throughout  Sections 4 . 0  and  5.2  where  applicable  to  the 
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foam development study. In addi t ion to  these propert ies ,  the shr inkage,  
isothermal  weight loss, compressive  strength  and  thermal  conductivity 
were  checked at var ious   s tages  of the  feasibility  study  and  development 
program. 
Once it was  felt   that   the 30 pound per  cubic  foot  BTDA-EtOH-DAB 
chemically  blown  foam  system had been  optimized, a s e r i e s  of bil lets 
was molded according to the  conditions  developed,  and  test   specimens 
cut and submitted for physical testing. Specimens of the nominal 
20  and 40 pound per  cubic  foot  foams  were  characterized  where  available.  
Volume  Fraction of Continuous  Voids 
Impregnat ion  with  an  epoxy  res in   under   moderate   pressure  was 
used  to  estimate  the  fraction of continuous  voids  in small pieces  cut 
f rom 6- 1 /2 X 9 inch billets of chemically blown foam with nominal   densi t ies  
of 20, 30 and 40 pounds  per  cubic  foot.   The  method  consists  of  vacuum- 
pressure   impregnat ion  of preweighed, l- inch cubes of the foam with 
a mixture  of 100 par t s  by weight of Epon 828 epoxy resin and 37 par t s  
by weight of Z Z L  0803"':* hardener.  The specimens were covered with 
the  resin-hardener  mixture  while  under  vacuum  and  subjected  to a 
p res su re  of 50 psig for 1 hour.  After wiping the excess resin from the 
impregnated foam blocks with acetone-moistened t issues,  the blocks 
were reweighed. The volume fraction pregnable voids (assumed 
to  be  the  same as the  volume  fraction of continuous  voids)  was  calculated 
from  the  unimpregnated  foam  density,   the  weight  increase as a resu l t  
of impregnation  and  the  density of the  uncured  impregnating  resin. 
:: 
The  volume  fraction  of  continuous  voids  was  found  to  be 0.82, 
0 . 6 6  and 0.38 respectively  for  nominal 20, 30 and 40 pound per  cubic 
foot  chemically  blown  foams. 
*Shel l   Chemical   Company,   Plast ics   and  Resins   Divis ion 
+*Union  Carbide  Chemicals  Company 
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Specific  Heat 
The  specific  heat of 30 pound per  cubic  foot  chemically  blown 
BTDA-EtOH-DAB  foam  was  determined  by  the  method of mixtures .  
Precaut ions  were  taken  to   ensure  complete   immersion  and  thorough 
mixing of the  foam  in  the  water  contained  in  the  calorimeter  to  ensure 
v i r tua l   thermal   equi l ibr ium.  
Two runs were made with 30 pound per cubic foot chemically 
blown foam which had been postcured to 7 0 0 ° F .  In one case the foam 
was finely powdered and in the other diced into small cubes roughly 
3/8 inch on the s ide.  The resul ts  were fair ly  consis tent ,  with a value 
of 0 . 2 7 6  calor ies /gram/"C  obtained  for   the  powdered  Pyrrone  and 
0 .  262 c a l o r i e s / g r a m /  "C for  the  diced  material .  
The  nominal 20  foot  per  cubic  foot  density  chemically  blown  foam 
had a specific  heat of 0 .254   ca lo r i e s /g ram/  "C when  determined  on  the 
diced material .  This value is close to previous values thus indicating 
that  the  specific  heat  can be expected to be 0 .25 -0 .28   ca lo r i e s /g ram/"C  
when  determined  between  8"  and  100°C. 
Thermal  Conductivitv 
The  thermal  conductivity of two 3 x 3 x 1/8  inch  s labs  of nominal 
30 pound per  cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foam  was  determined by the 
Cenco-Fitch method. This method is a dynamic test  in which the test  
specimen is placed between a heat source and a heat sink. The 
thermal  conductivity is then  determined  f rom  the  ra te  of tempera ture  
r i s e  of the  heat  sink. 
The  individual  thermal  conductivit ies of the  two  slabs  of  foam 
were  determined  to  be  0.60  and 0 .  73 BTU/inch/hour/foot 2 /OF which 
gave an average value of 0 .66  BTU/inch/hour/foot / O F  ( 2 . 3  x 
c a l o r i e s / c m / s e c / c m  /"C). 
2 
2 
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Compressive  Strength  and  Modulus 
The  compressive  strengths  and  moduli  of nominal 20 and 
30 pound per  cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foams  were  determined  at 
-100"F,   room  temperature ,   and  700°F  according  to  ASTM Method 
D695. Five 1/2 inch diameter  by one inch long specimens of the 
30 pound per  cubic  foot  material   were  tested at each  of the   t empera-  
tures  in  the  foaming  direction  and  perpendicular  to  the  foaming  direc- 
tion. Most of the  specimens exhibi ted shat ter ing fractures  due to  the 
relat ively  br i t t le   nature  of the  material  and  the  load-deflection  curves 
were fairly l inear to the break point.  Thus,  no reliable yield points 
could be determined  and  the  compressive  strengths  reported  are 
"ult imate" values.  The compressive strength values obtained for these 
foams  are   recorded  in   Table  XU. 
Table XII. Compressive Strength and Modulus of 30 Pound 
P e r  Cubic  Foot  Chemically  Blown  Foam 
Tempera ture  
[ .. . 700 1 
.~ ~ 
Average  Compressive Average  Modulus, 
Strength,  psi  psi -~ . . .  .~ ~~ ~~~~ 
Loaded 
. " ~~ 
Loaded 
Perpen-  
5 1 . O x l O  0 . 9 ~  10 2 000 1720 
Direction Direction  Direction Direction 
Foaming Foaming  Foaming Foaming 
dicular   to  Loaded  in  dicular  toLoaded  in 
Pe   rpen-  
"" 
. .. ~ . r-- I 
1480 I 3120 1 1.0 x l o 5  I 1.3 x l o 5  I 
1490 I 1450 I 2.5 x l o 4  I 6.2  x l o 4  1 
Specimens of the  nominal 20 pound per  cubic  foot  chemically 
blown  foam  were  tested  in  the  foaming  direction  only  at   the  same  tem- 
pera tures .   The   resu l t s  of these   t es t s   a re   g iven   in   Table  XIII. 
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Table XIII. Compressive Strength and Modulus of 20 Pound 
Per Cubic  Foot   Chemical ly   Blown  Foam 
T e s t  
Tempera tu re  
"F 
Average   Compress ive  Average Modulus, 
Strength,   psi  p s i  
Tensile  Strength 
The  tensi le   s t rengths  of six "dogbone" specimens of 30 pound per  
cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foam  were  determined  according  to  ASTM 
Method D65 1 at  -100"F,  room temperature  and 700°F.  Two specimens 
of the   mater ia l   were   t es ted   a t   each  of the  three  temperature   condi t ions.  
These tes ts  indicated a wide spread of values. Thus, the individual 
values as well as the  average  for   the  two  specimens a re  r eco rded   i n  
Table XIV. 
Table XIV. Tensile Strength of 30 Pound Per Cubic Foot 
Chemical ly   Blown  Foam 
Tes t   Tempera ture ,  
"F 
-100 
Room 
Tempera tu re  
7 0 0  
Individual  Specimen 
Test  Values ,  psi  
Billet  No. 1 I Billet  No. 2 
1 
780 220 
770 
250 2 90 
45 0 
Average 
Tensile 
Strength,  psi 
~~ " i_ _" 
~ 
500 
610 
2 70 
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N o  tensi le   s t rength  tes ts   were  conducted  on  the  nominal   20 pound 
per  cubic  foot  foam  since it was  fe l t   the   nature  of the   mater ia l   ava i lab le '  
would  have  given more widely  divergent   resul ts   than  the 30 pound  per 
cubic   foot   mater ia l   tes ted.  
Flexural Strength 
The flexural strength  and  modulus of the  nominal  20  pound  per 
cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foam  was  determined  at -100 OF, room 
temperature and 700°F according to ASTM Method D790. F ive  spec imens  
were   t es ted   a t   each   tempera ture   condi t ion  but  only  those  which  showed 
regular  behavior  were averaged.  Some values  were low due to  local ized 
breaking   a t   s i tes  of unusually large cells,  thus i t  was felt  that  the test  
values  were not  representat ive of the  t rue mater ia l  s t rength.  The tes t  
values a r e  recorded  in   Table  XV. 
Table XV. Flexural. Strength and Modulus of 20 Pound P e r  Cubic 
Foot  Chemically  Blown  Foam 
Tes t   Tempera ture ,  Average  Modulus,   Average Flexural 
"F ps i  Strength,   psi  
- 100 
Room 
2.4 x 10 340 4 
Tempera tu re  
200 700 
2 . 7  x 10 280 
0.9 x 10 
4 
4 
Conclusions 
The  volume  fraction of continuous  voids  for  the  nominal 30 pound 
per  cubic  foot  chemically  blown  BTDA-EtOH-DAB  foam  averaged  0.66, 
a surpr is ingly  high  value  s ince  these  foams  appear   to   have  c losed  cel ls .  
The  nominal  20  pound  per  cubic  chemically  blown  foam  has a volume 
fract ion of voids 0. 82  indicating a high  degree of open  cel l   character  
while  the  nominal 40 pound per  cubic  foot  material   has a value of 
0. 38  indicat ing  the  re la t ively  low  open  cel l   character   expected.  
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The  thermal conductivity of the  nominal 30 pound  per  cubic  foot 
chemically  blown foams averaged  0.66 BTU/inch/hour/foot  / "F 
( 2 . 3  x c a l o r i e s / c m / s e c / c m  /"C). This   value  compares  
favorably with approximate values of 0.52, 0.58, and 0. 92 BTU/inch/  
hour/foot  / O F  for  r igid 25 pound per cubic foot polyurethane foams, 
31 pound per cubic foot ABS foams, and 34 pound per cubic foot 
polyethylene foams. 
2 
2 
2 
The   compress ive   s t rength   da ta  indicate that the 30 pound  per  
cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foam  exhibits  its  greatest  compressive 
s t rength  in  a direction  perpendicular  to  the  foaming  direction  when 
tes ted at  - 1 0 0 ° F  and at  room temperature .  This  wide var ia t ion in  
compressive s t rength,  due to  the tes t ing direct ion,  is not obvious for 
the 700°F tes ts .  The same t rend  jus t  descr ibed  is generally followed 
by the  compressive  moduli   data .  
The  compressive  strength  and  modulus of the  nominal 20 pound 
per  cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foams  tested  in  the  foaming  direction 
general ly   run  about   one-third  the  values  of the 30 pound per  cubic  foot 
foam tested in  the same direct ion.  I t  is felt  that  these values can be 
considerably  improved by production of a more   un i form  ce l l   s ize   foam 
a t  the lower densities. 
The  l imited  tensi le   s t rength  data   avai lable   indicate  that the 
30 pound per  cubic  foot  chemically  blown  foams  appear  to  have  some - 
what similar values   a t  - 1 0 0 ° F  and  room  temperature ,   a l though  the 
spread  of tes t   values   tends  to   make a val id   comparison of these  few 
test  results suspect.  I t  can be very definitely concluded, however,  
that   the   tensi le   s t rength  drops off rapidly  a t   the   700°F  tes t   condi t ion.  
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6 . 0  SYNTACTIC FOAMS 
The  development of syntactic  foams is presented  in  the  following 
sections.  The synthesis of the BTDA-EG-DAB resins used to mold 
the  foams is presented  in  Section 6. 1 and  the  development of the  foams 
descr ibed  in   Sect ion 6 .  2. The  character izat ion of the  f inished  foams 
and  conclusions  resul t ing  f rom  character izat ion are  presented   in  
Section 6. 3. 
6. 1 RESIN SYNTHESIS 
The  development of the 30 t o  60 pound per cubic  foot  syntactic  foams 
was  accomplished  with  three  batches of the  tetraester  type  BTDA-EG- 
DAB resin.  The synthesis  of these three . res in  batches is descr ibed in  
some  detail   in  this  section as  representat ive of the  res in   used  in   the 
syntactic  foam  development  program. 
Synthesis of Resin  Batch  D1516-93 
A large  batch of the  BTDA-EG  tetraester  was  produced by adding 
2416. 8 gm (7. 5 mole) of BTDA to 10 l i t e r s  of hot  ethylene  glycol  and 
s t i r r ing   a t   r e f lux   fo r  72 hours .  The water  of reaction was removed by 
continuous distillation through a heated Vigreaux column. A total of 
1330 m l  of water-glycol  mixture  was col lected.  This  water-glycol  
mixture   had a calculated  water  content of 672 ml  which  represents  
89   ml  of water  of react ion  per   mole of BTDA. A 1500 ml quantity of 
fresh  ethylene  glycol  was  added  to  the  product s o  that  the  eventual 
resin  produced  by  reaction  with DAB would  be a t  a solids  content of 
approximately 25 percent. The net weight of the ester  solut ion was 
13, 660. 5 gm (1821. 4 gm/mole).  The carboxyl content of the  es ter   was 
not  determined. 
Five 1.5  mole   ba tches  of BTDA-EG-DAB res in   were   synthes ized  
f rom  th i s   t e t raes te r  by adding 321. 5 gm (1. 5 mole)  of solid DAB to 
2732.1 gm (1.5 mole) of BTDA-EG ester  a t  ref lux under  argon.  The 
react ion  mixtures   were  ref luxed  a t   180°C  to   the  desired  end  point   v is-  
cosit ies,  cooled in an ice bath,  and stored under argon. The reaction 
data  for  the  five  i;-,dividual  batches  are  recorded  in  Table XVI. 
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Table XVI. Reaction Data for Resin Batch D1516-93 
I I 1 Batch Reaction Time, minutes 
D1516-9312 120 
D1516-93B 140 
D1516-93C 14  5 
D1516-93D 14  5 
D1516-93E 145 
A 7 .5   mole  master batch of BTDA- 
3. 3 
3 . 4  
3. 2 
3 .  3 
3. 3 
CG-DAB resin was prepared 
by  mixing the five 1. 5 mole  batches at room temperature with stir- 
ring. The volume of this large batch was approximately 3-1/2 gallons 
and  portions of this  resin  were  used  to  mold  syntactic  foams SF- 1 
through  SF-10, as  described  in  Section  6.2.  
Synthesis of Resin  Batch " E1706-19 
A master   batch of BTDA-EG  ester  was  formed  by  adding 
2416. 8 gm of BTDA (7. 5 mole)  to 10 l i t e r s  of hot  ethylene  glycol  and 
heating the reaction mixture to gentle reflux. The mixture was 
ref luxed  for  76 hours  with  continuous  removal of water  of reaction  by 
means of a heated Vigreaux column. The water removed during the 
react ion  was  calculated  ( f rom  the  volume of distillate)  to  be  79. 3 m l  
water   per   mole  of ester and  the  resultant  ester  was  found  to  have a 
total equivalent percent carboxyl content of 2. 1. Approximately 3 
liters of fresh  ethylene  glycol  was  added  to  the  product so that  the 
resin  eventually  produced by reaction  with DAB  would  have a solids 
content of 25  percent. 
The  E1706-19  res in   was  prepared  f rom  the  master   batch of 
BTDA-EG ester as   f ive  equal  1 .5  mole  batches,  in the following 
manner:  A 2897. 9 gm  (1. 5 mole) quantity of the  BTDA-EG  ester 
was  heated  to reflux in  argon  for  the first three  runs  and  to  180°C fo r  
the last two runs.  To each of the heated ester batches,  a 321.5 gm 
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(1.5  mole)  quantity of solid  DAB  was  added  and  the  temperature of the 
reaction  mixture  brought  back  to  180 "C (after  the  initial  cooling  upon 
the addition of DAB).   The  react ion  mixture   temperatures  of the first 
three  runs  were  brought   back  up  to   180°C  rapidly by increasing  the 
heat   input   to   the  react ion  vessel   while   the last two runs  were  a l lowed 
to  reach  the  180°C  reaction  temperature  slowly  without  any  increased 
heat input to the reaction vessel.  The reactions were then continued 
at   180°C  until   endpoint  viscosit ies  in  the 3-4  cent ipoise   range  were 
reached and the reaction discontinued. After completion of the five 
runs,   the   res in   was  blended  into a master  batch  designated  E1706-19. 
It was  used  to  mold  syntactic  foams  after  the  advancement  treatments 
described  in  Section  6.2.  
Svnthesis of Resin  Batch  E1706-20 
A mas ter   ba tch  of  BTDA-EG es t e r   was   fo rmed  by  adding 
1750.6  gm ( 5 . 4 3  mole) of BTDA to 8 l i t e r s  of hot  ethylene  glycol  and 
heating the reaction mixture to gentle reflux. The mixture was 
refluxed  for  72  hours  with  continuous  removal of water  of react ion by 
means of a heated Vigreaux column. The resultant ester was analyzed 
and  found  to  have  an  equivalent  unreacted  carboxyl  content of 5. 1. 
A 5500 ml  quantity of fresh  ethylene  glycol  was  added  to  the  product 
so that  the  resin  produced  by  reaction  with DAB would have a solids 
content of 25  percent. 
The  E1706-20  res in   was  prepared  f rom  the  master   batch of 
BTDA-EG  ester as t h r e e  1.5 mole  batches and one 1. 2 mole  batch,  
in the following manner: The 1.5 mole batches were prepared by 
heating  2958.6  gm  (1.5  mole) of BTDA-EG  ester  to  180 O under   argon 
and adding 321.5 gm (1. 5 mole)  of DAB with stirring. The 1. 2 mole  
batch  was  made  in  the  same  manner,   except  that   259.8  gm ( 1 . 2  mole) 
of DAB was  added  to  2340.2  gm  (1.2  mole) of the  BTDA-EG  ester   a t  
180 "C under  argon. 
After  completion of the  four   runs,   the   res in   batches  were 
washed  in  water  and  advanced  according  to  the  treatment  described  in 
Section  6.2. 
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6 . 2  FOAM DEVELOPMENT 
A se r i e s   o f  25 dis t inct   syntact ic   foam  moldings  was  prepared  in  
an at tempt  to  develop a void-free,  dense,  uniform syntactic foam with 
a nominal  densi ty  of 60 pounds per cubic foot. All foams were formu- 
lated  with "3M" brand  B35D  glass  bubbles  and  BTDA-EG-DAB  tetra- 
es te r  type  res in .  The  mold ing  parameters  used  to  form these  foams 
are  descr ibed in  the fol lowing sect ions.  The physical  propert ies  of 
both  the  cured  and  postcured  foams  are   summarized  in   Table  XVII, 
along  with  the  molding  parameters.  
After  the  init ial   studies  to  determine  the  feasibil i ty of producing 
a syntact ic   foam  from  the  BTDA-DAB  resin  systems,   i t   became 
obvious  that  the  type of res in   used   and   the   p ressure   exer ted   on   the  
foam  formulat ions  were  the  essent ia l   parameters   to   be  considered 
during the development of the syntactic foam. The type and condition 
of the  res in   are   important   to   minimize  void  formation,   while   the 
pressure  exer ted  during  molding  must   be  control led  to   avoid  crushing 
the glass bubbles. 
The   in i t ia l   se r ies  of foams  were  molded  to  determine  the  pro- 
cessing conditions necessary to produce dense,  uniform, void-free 
syntactic  foams  with  nominal  densit ies of 60 pounds  per  cubic  foot. 
The  washing,  drying  and  advancement  conditions of the   res ins   were  
varied to reduce void formation and enhance foam uniformity.  The 
charge  weight  and  bubble/resin  ratio  were  varied  concurrently  in 
order  to  bring  the  f inished  density of the  postcured  foams  into  the 
60  pounds  per  cubic  foot  density  range. 
The  physical   propert ies   and  processing  parameters  of the 
syntactic  foams  molded  during  the  development  program  are  summa- 
rized in Table XVII. Foams SF-1 through SF-19 laid the groundwork 
which  enabled  foams  SF-20  through  SF-25  to  be  molded  as  homogeneous 
syntactic  foams  with  nominal  densit ies of 60  pounds per cubic foot. 
Syntactic  foams  SF-20, SF-21 and  SF-22  were  machined  into  the 
appropriate   specimen  configurat ions  for   the  character izat ion  program 
descr ibed in  Sect ion 6.3.  Foams SF-23,  SF-24 and SF-25 were 
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machined  into  twenty  2-inch  diameter,   ten  1-  1/2  inch  diameter  and 
ten 1 inch diameter test  specimens,  individually packaged, and shipped 
to  NASA-LRC per   cont rac t   requi rements .  
Once  the 60 pound per   cubic   foot   densi ty   syntact ic   foam  had  been 
developed,   effor ts   were  directed  towards  the  development  of lower  den-  
sity syntactic foams. An in i t ia l  se r ies  of syntact ic  foams was molded 
to   determine  the  most   pract ical   lower   densi ty   range  which  could  be 
achieved  with  the  BTDA-EG-DAB  Pyrrone  resin  system  and  the  glass 
bubbles.  Various bubble/resin ratios were investigated and the mold 
charge  weight   was  var ied  in   an  a t tempt  to lower  the  density of the  syn- 
tactic  foams. 
This   prel iminary  invest igat ion  indicated  that   the  30 p a r t s  by weight 
bubbles  to 70 parts  by  weight  resin  ratio  produced  uniform  syntactic 
foams  with  densities  as  low  as 30 pounds  .per  cubic  foot  which  retained a 
high degree of res is tance to  f r iabi l i ty .  Effor ts  to  produce foams with 
much  lower  densit ies by means  of reducing  the  mold  charge  weight  or 
varying the bubble/resinrat iomet  with fai lure .  Thus,  it was concluded 
that  uniform  syntactic  foams  in  the 30 to  60 pound  density  range  and  with 
appreciable  strength  and  structural   integrity  could be consistently  and 
reproducibly  molded  with  the  BTDA-EG-DAB  resin  as  currently  processed 
and the glass  bubbles .  The physical  propert ies  and processing parameters  
of the  lower  densi ty   foams  are   a lso  summarized  in   Table  XVII. 
Syntactic  foams  with  nominal  densities af 30,  37- 1 / 2 and 45 pounds 
per  cubic  foot  were  selected  for  characterization  and  samp1.e  submittal 
to NASA-LRC. The bulk of the  material molded  toward  this  end  was of 
the 30 to  4 5  pound per  cubic  foot  densities  with a l imited  quantity of 
37- 1 / 2 pound per  cubic  foot  density  foam  molded  for  sample  submittal  
and  limited  physical  testing. 
After  development of the  60 and 30 pound per  cubic  foot  density 
syntact ic   foams  was  accomplished,  no further difficult ies were encoun- 
te red   in   mold ing  of the  intermediate   densi ty   foams.   Syntact ic   foams 
in   the  densi ty   range of 30-45 pounds  per  cubic  foot  were  molded  and 
machined  to   the  required  cyl indrical   and  rectangular   sect ions  and a 
total  of 48 specimens  submitted  to  NASA-LRC  for  evaluation. 
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Table XVII. Processing Condit ions and Physical  
P r o p e r t i e s  of Syntat ic  Foams 
I 
R e a i n   P r e p a r a t i o n   P r i o r   t o  
Mold ing .  2 s  3 . 4  
Bubb le /  
R e s i n   R a t i o ,  I M o l d i n g  w e i g h t   p e r c e n t  Conditions W e i g h t ,   g r a m a  M o l d   C h a r g e  
I 
V a c u u m   o v e n   a t   2 5 O o F  for  20  minutea   35 /65   275O  to OO0F  15 .  30 
i n   6 - l l L   h o u r 8  
D 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
I 
S F - 2   D 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  No t r e a t m e n t   3 5 / 6 5   l 6 O o   t o   3 0 0 ° F   1 3 . 0 0  
i n  3  h o u r s  
V a c u u m   o v e n   a t 2 5 O o F  f o r  20 m i n u t e s   3 5 / 6 5   4 0 0 °   t o 6 O O 0 F  13.00 0 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
D 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
I i n   4 h o u r s  I 
V a c u u m   o v e n   a tL 5 0 ° F  for LO m l n u t e s  I JO/ 70 I 300° to 6 0 0 ° F  I 4 .   50
i n  6  h o u r s  
V a c u u m   o v e n   a t  L 5 0 ° F   I o r  2 0  n l lnu te s   30170   350°   t o   6 0OF 
i n  5 h u u r s  
1 3 . 0 0  
V a c u u m   v e n   a t   3 5 0 O F   I o r  IO minu tes   30170   350°  to 6OO0F 
In 5 h o u r s  
15. 30 
V a v u u n l   u v e n   a t 3 5 O o F  for  10 n i inu te s   30170   350°   t o6 OoF  n. 30  
i n  5  h o u r s  
V a c u u m  o v e n  a t  L l i 5 O F  l o r  4 0  n r l n u t e s  30170  350°  to  6OO0F
a n d  10 m i n u t e s  a t  3 4 0 ' F  in  5 h o u r s  
V a c u u m  o v e n  a t  L n 5 O F  f o r  4 0   m l n u t e s  30170  350O  to   600OF  56 .6  
5 6 . 6 0  
U 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
0 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
S F - 7   0 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
U 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
D 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
a n d  I O  m l n u t e s  a t  3 4 0 O F  i n  5  h o u r s  
V a c u u m   u v e n   a t   2 8 5 O F  for 4 0   m i n u t e s  30170  350Oto  600OF 
a n d  I O  m k n u t e s  a t  3 4 O o F  in  5 h o u r s  
x .  60  
I 
S F - I O   D 1 5 1 6 - 9 3  
I S F - l l  I € 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  V a c u u m   o v e n   a t   2 8 5 O F  fo r  5 0  m i n u t e s  30170 350° t o   6 0 0 ° F  
a n d  4 5  r n l n u t e s  a t  3 3 5 O F  in 5 h o u r s  
6 0 . 0 0  
I 
S F - 1 2   E 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  V a c u u m   o v e n   a t   2 8 5 O F   f o r   5 0m i n u t e s  1 30170 1 350°   t o   6 0°F  I 6 0 . 0 0  
a n d   4 5   m i n u t e s   a t   3 3 5 O F   i n   5   h o u r s  
V a c u u m   o v e n   a t   2 8 5 O F  for 5 0   m l n u t e s  I 30170 I 350° to  6OO0F I 6 0 . 0 0  S F - I 3   E 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  
a n d   4 5   m i n u t e s   a t  335'F i n  5  h o u r s  
V a c u u m   u v e n   f r o m  LOOo to  3V0°F in  301  70 JOOo t o   6 0 0 O F  
Y O  m i n u t e s  i n  6  h o u r s  
6 0 . 0 0  S F - I 4   E 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  
S F - 1 5   E 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  V a c u u m   v e n   f r o m  ZOOo t o   300°F   i n  30170  300° t o  6 O O 0 F  
9 0  m i n u t e s  a n d  10 m l n u t e s  a t  3 4 O o F  
V a c u u m   G v e n   f r o m  ZOOo t o   3 0 0 ° F   i n   9 1 7 0 300° t o   6 0 O o F   6 0 . 0 0  
m i n u t e s  a n d  10 m i n u t e s  a t  34OoF 
6 0 . 0 0  
i n   6   h o u r s  
i n   6   h o u r s  
I 
S F - I 6   E l 7 0 6 - 1 9  
V a c u u m   o v e n   a t   2 8 5 0 F  for  50 m i n u t e s ,  
3 5  m l n u t e s  a t  335 F a n d  LO m l n u t e s  i n   6   h o u r s  
V a c u u n l   o v e n   I r o n )  Z O O o  t o   3 0 0 ° F   i n  301 70 
90 rnnnu tes  and  10 n l l n u t e s   a t   3 4 0 ° F  
2 7 S 0   t o   6 0 0 ° F  
in 6 - 1 1 2   h o u r s  
5 6 0 . 0  
301 70 300° t o   6 0 0 ° F   6 0 .  00 
.. a t  t 5 O o F  
I S F - 1 7  I E 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  
I S F - 1 8  I E 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  
t 30170 30170 21350 to  ~ O O O F  i n  6 - 1 1 2  h o u r s  2 9 0 . 0  V a c u u m   o v e n   a t  2H5OF f o r  50 m l n u t e s  f r o n l  Z O O 0  t o   4 0 O o F   a n d   h e l d   5   m i n -  35 Inknutes a t  335OF.  25  mlnu tes  U t e s   a t  40V°F V a c u u m   o v e n  at ZH5OF f o r  5 0   m i n u t e s ,  35 m i n u t e s  at 335OF.  25  minu tes  f r o m  Z O O 0  t o  4OO0F a n d   h e l d   5   m i n -  SF- 19 E 1 7 9 6 - I 9  
S F - 2 1   € 1 7 0 6 - I Y  
2 x 5 0  t o   6 0 0 0 ~  
i n   6 - 1 1 2   h o u r 3  
275.0 
U t e s   a t  4OO0F 
90 m i n u t e s ,  4 5  n l t n u t e s  f r o m  Z O O o  t o  
V a c u u m   v e n   f r o n t  L O O o  to  300OF  in 30170  L85O  to 6O 0F 
i n   6 - I / L   h o u r s  
4 0 U ° F  a n d  h e l d  5  m i n u t e s  a t  4 0 U ° F  
V a c u u m   o v e n   f r o m  LOOo to   300OF  in  30170 300° t o   6 0 0 ° F  
t o  4OO0F a n d   h e l d   5   m i n u t e s   a t   4 0 O o F  
120 m l n u t e s .   5 0   i  f rom L O O 0  i n   6   h o u r s  
V a c u u m   o v e n   f r o m  LOOo to   300°F  In   30170 
120 m l n u t e s .  5 0  n l l n u t e 6  f r o m  LOOo 
3 0 0 O  t o   6 0 0 ° F  
to 400°F a n d   h e l d   5   m i n u t e s   a t  4 O O 0 F  
I n   6   h o u r s  
V a c u u m   o v e n   f r o m   1 6 0 °   t o   3 0 0 ° F   i n   3 0 1 7 0  
1 5 0  m i n u t e s ,  7 0  m i n u t e s  f r o m  LOOo 
30Oo t o  6OO0F 
i n  6 h o u r a  
t o   4 0 0 ° F   a n d   h e l d   5   m i n u t e s  a t  400OF 
1 270. 0 
I I S F - 2 2  € 1 7 0 6 - 1 9  I100.0 
I I S F - 2 3   E 1 7 0 6 - I 9  1 1 3 5 . 0  
I I SF - 2 4   E 1 7 0 6 - 2 0  1 1 5 0 . 0  
V a c u u m   o v e r .   f r o m   1 4 0 °  t o   3 O O 0 F   i n   3 1 7 0  300° t o   6 0 0 ° F  
1 5 0  m i n u t e s ,  35 m i n u t e s  f r o m  Z O O 0  
1 1 4 5 . 0  
t o   4 0 0 ° F   a n d   h e l d   5   m i n u t e s   a t  4OO0F 
i n   6   h o u r a  
S F - 2 5   E 1 7 0 6 - 2 0  
Table XVII. Processing Conditions and Physical 
Properties of Syntactic Foams 
5 9 . 6  Void free with  uniform  cell 
structure 
921.7 60. 1 58. 5 Void free  with uniform cel l  
structure 
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Table XVII. Processing Condit ions and Physical  
P r o p e r t i e s  of Syntactic  Foams  (Continued) 
r I I f I I 
I Fmm I I I I I Remin Resin  Preparat ion  Pr ior  Designation  Designation1  to Molding. 2.  's4 w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ > t  Conditions  Weight. g r a m  Molding Mold Charge 
t"-i SF-46 El706-27 
I SF-47 1 E1706-27 I 
I SF-55 1 E1706-27 I 
SF-56 E1706-27 
SF-57 E1706-27 
SF-58 E1706-27 
Vacuum oven f r o m  
160° to 3OO0F in 
150 minutes, 7 0  min- 
ute. f r o m  ZOOo to 
utea  at  400OF 
400oF. and held 5 min- 
Vacuum oven from 
minutes. 240 minutes 
160° to 300OF in 300 
f rom 200" to 400°F. 
and held 5 minutes 
a t  400°F 
300° to 6OOOF 
30170 300" to 6OO0F 6. 90 
30170 I 300° to 600°F 1 7. 00 
in 6 hours 
1 in 6 hours I 
30170 1 300" to 600OF I 213.00 
30170 
in 6 hours 
1 Density. pound. par  cubic  foot 
Curad  Postcure 
42.0 
37.5 I - 
 
30.2 I - 
47.2 I 46. I 
33 .  0 
42. a 
Remarks 
Resis ts   compression bu 
friable 
Rcmimts comeresaion bu 
friable 
Remista  cornpression bu! 
friable 
Reaista  compression bul 
friable 
Broke  with  manual 
compression . 
friable 
Resis ts   compression bul 
compression 
Broke  with manual 
Resists  comprePsion bul 
friahlr 
Resists compression bul 
friable 
Resis ts   compression bul 
friable 
Resists  compression but 
friable 
~~ 
Resists  compression but 
friable 
Resis ts   compression bul 
friable 
friable 
Resists compression but 
Resists  compression but 
friable 
Resists  compression a m  
abrasion 
Resis ts   compression anr 
abrasion 
Resists  compression an(. 
abrasion 
Resis ts   compression an< 
abrasion 
Scaled  up  into 4 112" x 
6 112" x 1" mold 
Scaled  up  into 4 112" x 
6 112" x I "  mold 
Scaled  up  into 4 112" x 
6 112" x I "  mold 
1" (dial x 1" (high)  mold 
"" . . - 
- . " - 
" 
~- 
Scaled  up  into 4 112" x 
6 1/2" x I "  mold 
I "  (dia) x I "  (high)  mold 
.. .  ~ " ~
Scaled  up  into 4 I I Z "  x 
6 1 1 2 " ~  I "  mold 
Investigation of 30 porn 
foams 
Investigation of 30 pour 
roams 
Investigation of 30 pour 
roams 
investigation of 30 pour 
roams 
[nvestigation of 30  pour 
roams 
Production of 45 pound 
roams 
Production of 45 pound 
roams 
Production  of 45 pound 
roams 
.~ 
" ~ .. 
.. . ~ 
~~~ - 
~ 
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Table XVII. Processing Condit ions and Phys ica l  
P r o p e r t i e s  of Syntactic  Foams  (Continued) 
E1706-29 
I 
SF-80 EL706-29 
I 
SF-81  E1706-29 
I 
SF-82  E1706-29 
SF-83 
SF-  a4 
SF-85 
SF-87 
SF-88 
SF-89 " 
SF-  90 
SF-91 
SF-92 
Mold Charge , 1 par Tb' 1 Waight. gram9  Cured  Pomtcured R mark. Foam Foam 
vacium oven irom 
300O t o  35OOF in 
30 minutan. 120 min- 
,tea f r o m  350° to 
100°F. and held at 
LOOOF for 10 minute. 
30170 300° to 600OF 2 3 3 . 0  
30170 
in 6 hour# 
in 6 hour8 
in 6 hours 
30170 
30170 
I 
30170 
I in 6 hour. I 
I 300" to 6OOOF I 238.0 I 47.5 I - 
I 1 in 6 hours I I I 
300O to 6OOOF 1 645.0 I 3 3 . 1  I 31.5 
10190 
I in 6 hours I 
I 300° to 600OF I 20.0 ! 3 3 A  
I I 
30170 
1 in 6 hours 1 
I 300O to 6OO0F I 24. 7 I 39.5 I 38.6 
Jacuum oven irom 150' 
o 300°F in 240  minutea. 
.20 minutes irom 3000 
o 4OO0F. and held a t  
I O O ~ F  ior 5-10 minuter 
30170 
30170 
30170 
30170 
I 30170 
in 6 hours 
in 6 hours 
300O to  6 0°F  28.5  46.  45. 3 
in 6 houra 
3000 to 6OOOF 370.0 36. 2 34. 9 
300O to  600°F  40 .0  39.8 38. 6 
in 6 hour, 
in 6 hours 
3000 to 6OO0F 400.0  39.9 39.0
300O to 600OF 307.0  30.2 29. 2 
in 6 hours 
300O to 6OO0F 312.0 30.4 29. 5 
in 6 hours 
300° to 600°F  315.  30.7  29.7
in 6 hours 
300O to 6OO0F 315.0  31. 3 29. 5 
in 6 hours I I 
300° to 600°F I 315.0  1 30.7 I 29.4 
I 
in 6 houra I 
300" to 600°F I 315.0  I 3 l 0 + =  
in 6 houra 
in 6 hours 
300° to 6OOOF 315.0  
in 6 hours 
I I I 
300O to 6OO0F I 315.0 I 29.4 I 28.4 
I I I 
31. 3 30. 3 
in 6 houra 
in 6 houra 
30. 6 
Voids  due  to  improperly 
advanced  resin 
Voida due to improperly 
advanced  rerin 
foams 
Production of 45 pound 
Production of 45 pound 
foams 
ioams 
Production of 45 pound 
Production oi 45 pound 
ioams 
Investigation of 30 pound 
ioams 
Investigation oi 30 pound 
foams 
Investigation oi 
37 LIZ pound foam 
Scale up to 6 112" x 
9" x 1" mold 
Scale up to 6 112" x 
9" x I "  mold 
Scale up to 6 112" x 
9" x I "  mold 
Specimens for compressive 
strength 
Specimens ior compressive 
strength 
Specimens  for  conrpressive 
strength 
Production of 37 I12 pound 
foam 
ioam 
Production of  37 112 pound 
Production of 37 112 pound 
foam 
Production of 30 pound 
foam 
Production oi 30 pound 
foam 
foam 
Production oi 30 pound 
Production of 30 pound 
ioam 
Production oi 30 pound 
foam 
foam 
Production oi 30 pound 
Production of 30 pound 
foam . 
foam 
Production of 30 pound 
Production of 30 pound 
foam 
Production of 30 pound 
ioam 
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Table  XVII. Processing Condit ions and Physical  
P r o p e r t i e s  of Syntact ic   Foams  (Cont inued)  
I , , 
SF-93 
393. a loo0 to 600'F 30/70 150° to 300°F ~n 240 " SF- 94 
393.8 300' to  600°F 30170 " 
Vacuum oven f r o m  
minutes. 120 minutes 
in 6  hours 
in 6 hours 
' from 300' to 4OO0F. 
SF-95 315.0 300' to 6OO0F 30170 and held a t  400° for " 
5-  10 minutes 
SF-96 
in 6 hours 
" 315.0 300' 1 1 ,  L O O O F  30170 
in b hours 
I .  All resins  used for molding the syntactic foams w e r e  of the BTDA-EC-DAB t e t l ues t e r  type. 
Density,  pounds 
Rvt>mrks  
Foam Foam 
31.7 
Produ:tion of 10 pound 31. I 32.2 
Production of 30 pound 30.6 
foam 
foam 
31.4 Product lw 1 1 1  30 pound 30. 3 
foam 
30. 6 Pradncttcw * l f  30 pound 29.6 
foam 
2. All r e s ins  were precipitated and washed in water for 2 minutes except for SF-2 which was washed 4 minutes and SF-6 and SF-7 which were washed 
3 minutes. 
3. Al l  precipitated and washed resins were dried overnight at I5O0 to 225OF in a vacuum oven. 
4. Resin powders used lor foam formulations SF-l to SF-40 inclusive were ground to pass a No. 80 U . S .  Standard Sieve. Remaining resm powders 
were ground  to  pass a No. 325 U. S. Standard Sieve. 
5 .  All postcures were from 300° t o  700°F in five days under an argon atmosphere. 
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6 . 3  FOAM  CHARACTERIZATION 
The  character izat ion of the  syntactic  foams  involved a continuous 
evaluation as  the  development   progressed  and a final  evaluation of the 
physical   propert ies  of the  optimized  syntactic  foam  system. 
The  continuous  evaluation of the  syntactic  foams  consisted of 
visual   observat ion of the  sectioned  foams  and  calculations of the "as 
molded" and postcured densi t ies  of these foams.  These observat ions 
are included in Table XVII. In addition, the volume percent shrinkage 
of the  Itas  molded"  and  postcured  foams  was  continually  monitored  to 
determine  the  behavior of the  foam  formulat ion  under   var ious  proces-  
sing conditions. It was felt  that ,  when predictable foam shrinkage 
was  a t ta ined,  a more  uniform  product  could  be  achieved. 
Init ial   shrinkage  due  to  the  molding  .cycle of the  syntactic  foams 
var ied  considerably  due to the  wide  variation of res in   t rea tment   and  
processing conditions. The volume percent shrinkage due to molding 
for  foams SF-1  through SF-18  var ied  f rom 5. 1 to 18.7 percent.  This 
wide  variation  in  shrinkage  was  expected in  view of the  variation  in 
visible  void  content  observed  when  samples of the  unfilled  resins 
were cured under  s imilar  condi t ions.  The volume percent  shr inkage 
due  to   postcure  for   foams  SF-1  through  SF-5  was  much  more  consis t -  
ent,  falling  between 4. 1 and 4. 5 percent  and  averaging 4 . 4  percent.  
Foam  SF-8  had a volume  percent  shrinkage of 11.9  percent  due  to 
postcure;  however  this  value  should  not  be  given  much  weight  because 
of the  extensive  cracking of the  molded  foam. 
Foams  SF-19  through  SF-25  were  molded  using  the  processing 
conditions  developed  during  the  molding  study of the first eighteen 
foams.   Foam  SF-19  was  used  to   determine  the  proper   charge  weight  
necessary ,   in  a large  volume  mold,   to   form a uniform,   void-free 
60 pound per cubic foot syntactic foam. This preliminary foam had 
a n  "as molded' '   density of 66. 7 pounds  per  cubic  foot, a postcured  den-  
s i ty  of 64.0 pounds  per  cubic  foot, a volume  percent  shrinkage  due  to 
molding of 15. 2 percent,   and a volume  percent  shrinkage  due  to  post-  
c u r e  of 3.3 percent.  
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Syntactic  foams  SF-20  through  SF-25  had  "as  molded"  densit ies 
which  varied  between  59.6  and 62. 5 pounds  per  cubic  foot  with  an 
average  of 61. 1 pounds  per  cubic  foot  while  the  postcured  densities 
varied  between  58.2  and  60.3  pounds  per  cubic  foot  with  an  average 
of 59.3 pounds per cubic foot. The volume percent shrinkage for 
these six foams due to molding varied between 11.0 and 14.8 percent, 
with an average of 13.2 percent. The volume percent shrinkage due 
to  postcure  varied  between  3.0  and  5.2  percent,   with  an  average of 
4 . 3  percent.  
Once  the  behavior of the  syntact ic   foam  system was  well   under- 
stood  from  the 60 and 30 pound per   cubic   foot   foam  development   pro-  
grams,   the  lower  densi ty   syntact ic   foams  were  molded  by  merely 
reducing  the  mold  charge  weight  to a weight  calculated  to  yield  the 
finished foam density desired.  Specimens of the various density syn- 
tac t ic   foams  were   t aken   f rom  the   appropr ia te   molded   b i l le t s   and   tes ted  
for   var ious  physical   propert ies  as described  in  the  following  subsections.  
Volume  Fraction of Continuous Voids 
,An at tempt   was  made  to   determine  the  volume  f ract ion of con- 
tinuous  voids of one-inch  cubes of syntactic  foam  SF-22  by  the  epoxy 
impregnation  method  de  scribed  in  Section 5.3. Four  one  -inch  cubes 
were  impregnated  and  the  average  volume  fraction of continuous  voids 
was  calculated as  0.23, with individual values ranging from 0.22 to 
0.24. However, when the test cubes were sectioned, it became 
obvious  that  the  foam  was so dense  that   the  epoxy  resin  had  penetrated 
only  approximately 1 /8 inch of the  outer   surfaces  of the  cubes.  
To  obtain  more  meaningful  values  for  the  continuous  void  deter-  
minations,   the  specimen  configuration  was  changed  from  one-inch 
cubes  to   thin  s labs  of 0.2 inch nominal thickness. By reducing the 
thickness of the 1.0 inch wide by 1.3  inch  long  slabs,   complete 
impregnation by the epoxy resin was accomplished. The average 
volume  f ract ion of continuous  voids  obtained  from  four  such  specimens 
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of the  60 pound per cubic foot foam were found to be 0. 3 6 ,  with individual 
values ranging from 0. 32 t o  0 .40.  It is felt tha t   the  latter values  for 
volume fraction of continuous  voids are more re l iab i le   because  the see- 
tioned  specimens  showed  complete  impregnation by the epoxy  res in .  
The thi.n s lab  method  was also applied  to  syntactic  foams  with 
nominal   densi t ies  of 30, 37-1/2 and 45 pounds per cubic foot with 
values of 0 .  53. 0. 59  and 0 .  7 6  volume  f ract ion of impregnatable  voids 
being obtained, respectively. 
Specific  Heat 
The  specific  heat of 60 pound per  cubic  foot  syntactic  foam  was 
determined on specimens of foam  SF-22 by the method of mixtures  
described  in  Section 5 .  3 .  Two  runs  were  made,  one on SF-22  foam  which 
had  been  pelletized  into  1/4  inch  cubes  and  one  on  powdered SF-22  foam. 
These BTDA-EG-DAB syntactic foams gave specific heat values 
of 0 . 2 7 5  c a l o r i e s / g r a m /   " C  for the  powdered  foam  and 0 .259  c a l o r i e s /  
g ram/"C  for   the   pe l le t ized   foam.  
The  specific  heat of a nominal  37-1/2  pound  per  cubic  foot  syn- 
tactic  foam  was also determined  for  1 / 4  inch  cubes by the  method of 
mixtures .  The average value for  three determinat ions on this  mater ia l  
was found to be 0. 275  calor ies /gram/"C  which  c losely  matches  the 
values obtained for the 60  pound per cubic foot foam. Based upon 
these determinat ions,  the specif ic  heat  for  syntact ic  foam with densi-  
ties  between 30 and 60 pounds  per  cubic  foot  can  be  expected  to  approxi- 
m a t e  0. 27 ca lo r i e s /g ram/"C   in   t he   8 °C   t o  100°C range. 
Thermal Conductivity 
The  thermal  conductivit ies of t h rec  3 x 3 x 1 /8   inch   s labs  of S F - 2 2  
(density,  56 pounds per cubic foot) syntactic foam were determined by 
the Cenco-Fitch method described in Section 5. 3 .  The individual ther- 
mal conductivities of these three s labs  were 1.20,  1 .50 and 1.  91 BTU/ 
inch/hour/foot  / O F  (4. 1 ,  5.2,   and 6 .6  x c a l o r i e s / c m / s e c / c m   / " C ,  2 2 
which gave an average value of 1.54 BTU/inch/hour/foot  / O F  L 
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(5 .3 x c a l o r i e s / c m / s e c / c m  /"C. The  thermal  conductivit ies of 2 
nominal 45 and 30 pound per   cubic   foot   syntact ic   foams  were  deter-  
mined  by  the same method  on  two  specimens of each  type of foam. 
The  average  value  for   the 45 pound per  cubic  foot  syntactic  foam  was 
found  to be 0.78 BTU/ inch /hour / foo t   / "F  (2 .8  x c a l o r i e s / c m /  
s e c / c m   / " C )  and for the 30 pound per cubic foot foam was 0 .70  BTU/ 
inch/hour/foot  / "F (2 .4  x c a l o r i e s / c m / s e c / c m  / "C). 
2 
2 
2 2 
Compressive  Strength  and  Modulus 
The  compressive  strengths  and  moduli  of 60 pound per  cubic  foot 
syntact ic   foam  specimens  cut   f rom  foam  SF-22  were  determined  a t  
-100"F, room temperature,  and 700"F, in accordance with ASTM 
Method 0 6 9 5 .  Five  1 / 2  inch diameter by one inch long specimens of 
the   mater ia l   were   t es ted   a t   each  of the  temperatures   in   the  pressing 
direction and perpendicular to the pressing direction. Most of the 
specimens  exhibi ted  shat ter ing  f ractures   some  t ime  during  appl icat ion 
of the test load. There was no well defined yield point evident from 
the  load  deflection  curves;   thus,  no at tempt   was  made  to   calculate  a 
yield  s t rength  and  the  compressive  s t rength  values   reported  in  
Table XVIII are   "ul t imate"   values .  
The  compressive  s t rengths   and  moduli   were  a lso  determined  for  
the 30, 37-1/2 and 45 pound per cubic foot syntactic foam according to 
ASTM Method D1621. This information was obtained on 1 inch x 
2 inch x 2 inch  blocks of the 30 and 45 pound per   cubic   foot   foams  a t  
-100"F,   room  temperature   and  700°F but only a t   room  tempera ture  
for  the  37- 1 / 2  pound per  cubic  foot  foam  due  to  the  limited  quantity of 
mater ia l  avai lable .  The values  for  these lower densi ty  foams are  
given  in  Table XIX. 
Tensile  Strength 
The  tensile  strengths of six "dogbone"  specimens of 60 pound pe r  
cubic  foot  syntactic  foam  specimens  were  determined  according  to 
ASTM Method D651 at  -100"F,  room temperature ,  and 700°F.  Two 
specimens of the   mater ia l   were  tes ted  a ' t   each of the   th ree   t empera tures .  
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Table XVIII. Compressive Strength and Modulus of 
60 Pound P e r  Cubic Foot Syntactic  Foam 
4030 1 3 7 5 0  1 2 . 2  X IO5 1 2. 7 x 105 
3460 I 3000 6 . 4 ~  104 7.8 x lo4 
These tests indicated a wide spread of values; thus, the individual 
values   as   wel l  as the average of the two spec imens   a re   recorded   in  
Table XX. Some of the variation may be the result of obtaining 
specimens  from  two  different  foams  (SF-20  and  SF-21) of different 
dcnsity. Although the densities of these two bi l le ts  were very s imilar  
(60 .  3 pounds per cubic foot versus 59.8 pounds per cubic foot), the 
s t rength  values  of specimens  f rom  bi l le t   SF-20  were  consis tent ly  
higher at a l l  t es t  t empera tures .  Thus ,  i t  is probable that the spread 
in test data is due  to  bil let-to-bil let   variation. 
Tensi le   s t rengths   were  a lso  determined for 30 and 45 pound p e r  
cubic foot syntactic foams according to ASTM Method D651 a t   -100"F,  
rooim temperature  and 700°F.  Five specimens of the mater ia l  were 
tes ted   a t   each  of the   three  temperatures   to   give a m o r e   r e l i a b l e   a v e r -  
age value. The results of these tes ts  are  given i n  Table XXI. 
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Table XIX. Compressive Strength and Modulus of Lower Density Syntactic Foams 
Average Compressive 
Strength,   psi  
Tes t  
Temperature ,  45 37- 1 12 30 
"F pound pe r  pound per  pound pe r  
cubic  foot 
foam  foam foam 
cubic foot cubic foot 
- 100 4780 " 3230 
Room 
Temperature  3150 
59 70 4230 
I 
700 3000 " 1770 
Average Modulus, psi 
30 
pound per  
cubic foot 
foam 
1.7 x 10 5 
2.2 x 10 5 
1.3 x 10 5 
37-112 
pound pe r  
cubic  foot 
foam 
" 
2.9 x 10' 
" 
pound pe r  
cubic foot 
1 . 3  x 10 
~~ 
2.5 x 10 5 
1.6 x 10 
Table XX. Tensi le  Strength of 60 Pound Per Cubic Foot 
Syntact ic  Foam 
Individual  Specimen Average 
Tensile Test Temperature , 
"F Strength,  
Specimens  psi  
- 100 
Tempera tu re  
1220 83 0 1610 Room 
1475 1180 1770 
700 785 5 70 1000 
Table XXI. Tensile Strength of Lower Density 
Syntact ic  Foams 
I Tes t  Average Tensi le  Strength,  psi  
30 pound  per 
cubic  foot  foam cubic  foot  foam 
45  pound  per 
Tempera tu re  
"F 
I I - 100 910 1120 
Room 
Tempera tu re  I 680 1820 
700 990 3 90 
Flexural   Strength 
The   f lexura l   s t rength   and   modulus   were   de te rmined   €or   the   30 ,  
37-1/2  and 45 pound per  cubic  foot  syntactic  foam  according  to ASTM 
Method D790. This information was obtained on 1/4 inch x 1 inch x 
5 inch  specimens of the  30  and  45  pound  per  cubic  foot  foams  at  -100"F, 
room  temperature   and 700°F but only a t   room  t empera tu re  for the 
37- 1 / 2  pound per  cubic  foot  foam  due  to  the  l imited  quantity of 
mater ia l  ava i lab le .  The  va lues  for t hese   foams   a r e   g iven   i n   Tab le  XXII. 
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Table XXII. Flexural Strength and Modulus of Syntactic Foams 
I Average Flexural Strength,   psi  I Average h4odulus, psi 
Temperature ,  45 37-112 30 45 37-112 30 
"F pound pe r  pound p e r  pound per  pound  per pound per  pound pe r  
cubic  foot 
foam foam  foam  foam  foam foam 
cubic  foot  cubic  foot cubic foot cubic  foot  cubic  foot 
- 100 3.8 x 10 " 2.8 x 10 2970 " 1750 5 5 
Room 
Tempera ture  1570 4.0 x 10 3.5 x 10 2.6 x lo5 26 50 20 50 
5 
700 2.0 x 10 " 1.5 x 10 1690 " 1140 5 5 
Shear   Strength 
The   shear   s t rength  of the 30 and 45 pound per   cubic   foot   densi ty  
syntactic  foam was de termined   accord ing   to  ASTIt4 Method D732 a t  
-100"F,  room temperature  and 700 O F .  Five  0. 350 inch x 1 inch x 
1 inch  specimens of each   dens i ty   ma te r i a l   were   t e s t ed   a t   each  of the 
th ree  t empera tu res  desc r ibed .  The  r e su l t s  of t h e s e  t e s t s  are  given 
in   Table  XXIII. 
Conclusions 
The  volume  fraction of continuous  void  determination  showed  an 
anomaly which was difficult  to explain.  The voids increased progres- 
s ively  f rom  the 30 pound  through  the  45  pound  density  foams  but  dropped 
off to a lower value for the 60 pound densi ty  foam. This  may be an 
indication of a high void resin  matr ix   in   the  lower  densi ty   foams  which 
is drast ical ly   reduced b y  the  tighter  packing of the  higher  density  foam. 
If this  effect is not  due  to  inconsistency  in  specimens  i t  is  a proper ty  
which  might  be  put  to  good  use  in  ablative  applications  where  reduction 
of channeling is the  desire   or   on  the  other   hand  where a high  degree of 
pregnable voids for fi l l ing with a secondary   ab la tor  is des i r ed .  
If this  effect  is real i t   is   not  reflected  in  the  thermal  conductivity 
values ,  s ince they progressively decrease with decreasing densi ty  
without  the  increased  thermal  conductivity  which  would  be  expected i f  
the  voids  in  the 30 pound densi ty   foam  are   indeed less than  those  in  the 
Table XXIII. Shear  Strength of Syntactic Foams 
Average Shear  Strength,  psi  
__ 
Tes t   Tempera tu re  30 pound per  45  pound  per 
"F cubic  foot  foam cubic  foot  foam 
" ~- 
- 100 
1850 880 700 
1900 1400 Room Tempera tu re  
2470 1540 
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45 pound density foam. This effect should be rechecked with another 
series of foams.  
The  compressive  s t rengths   and  modulus  values   for   the  syntact ic  
foams  ref lect   the   except ional   s t rength of t hese   ma te r i a l s   a t   bo th  low 
and   h igh   tempera tures .   The   remarkable   re ten t ioq  of room  t empera tu re  
values  when  tested at 700°F indicates   the  high  temperature   s t ructural  
propert ies  which can be expected from these mater ia ls .  The room 
tempera tu re   s t r eng th  of the 60 pound  foam w a s  somewhat  less  than  would 
be  expected  for  this  density  when  compared  to  the  lower  density  foams. 
The  tensile  strength  values  again  reflect   the  excellent  retention 
of room  temperature   values   when  the  syntact ic   foams  are   tes ted  a t  
700°F. In a l l  cases  the  700°F va lues  a re  50 p e r c e n t   o r   m o r e  of the 
room temperature  values .  Low tempera ture  tes t s  aga in  re f lec t  the  
excellent strength of the syntact ic  foams at  -100°F.  The tensi le  
s t rength  values   for   the 60 pound  density  foam  are  lower  than would be 
expected. This is again difficult to explain as  i n  the  case  of room 
tempera ture   compress ive   s t rength   va lues   for   the  60 pound density 
foam. 
The  excellent  f lexural   strength of the  syntactic  foams is evident 
when they are   compared   to   the  20 pound per  cubic  foot  chemically 
blown foams. Although the 30 pound syntact ic  foams represent  a 
dens i ty   increase  of 50 percent  we f ind  the  s t rengths   are  5 to 6 t imes 
greater   than  the 20 pound chemically  blown  foams  while  the 45 pound 
density  foams  show a n  8-fold  increase in  s t rength  for  a l i t t l e   more  
than double the density.  Even more remarkable is the retention of 
strength at  elevated temperatures.  Both the 30 pound and 45 pound 
density  foams  show a retention of two-thirds of their   room  temperature  
s t rength  when  tes ted  a t   700°F.  
The  shear  strengths  obtained  for  the 30 and 45 pound syntactic 
foams  again  indicate   the  excel lent   s t rength  re tent ion  propert ies  of the 
syntact ic  foams.  The 30 pound foam retains more than two-thirds of 
its room  temperature   s t rength  while   the 45 pound density foam 
remarkably  indicates   very  l i t t le   degradat ion of shea r   s t r eng th   a t  
700 OF. 
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The  physical   propert ies  of the 20 and 30 pound per   cubic  foot 
che 'mical ly   blown  foams  are   summarized  in   comparison  with  the 30, 
37- 1/2, 45 and 60 pound  per  cubic  foot  syntactic  foams  $n  Table XXIV. 
Table XXIV. Summary  of P y r r o n e   F o a m   P r o p e r t i e s  
Property 
- . .  
Compressive Strength (psi) - 100 
Room remperature 
io0  F 
rensile Strength (psi) 
Room  remperaturc 
-100 
700 F 
Flexural StrenRlh (psi) 
- 100 
Room  remperaturr 
7 0 0 ' F  
Shear Strength (psi) 
- loo 
Room Cemperrturr 
700'F 
Volume I'raction of 
Continuous Voids 
Thermal Conductivity 
( c a I / c m I m e c / c m ~ I ° C )  
Specific H e a l  (8' - IOO'C) 
(callKm/'CI 
Chemically 
R- I Syntactic Form 
LO 
7 6 0  
5 50 
390 
" 
" 
" 
2n0 
3 4 0  
Loo 
" 
" 
" 
0. nr 
" 
n .  2 5  
Denmits.  pounds Pt 
30 
610 
500 
L i O  
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
0 .  66 
L. 3 x l o -4  
0 .  L i  
89 
3 0  
I 
0 .  5 %  
2 . 4  x Io-J 
" 
?r cubic foot 
3 7 - 1 1 2  4 5  
47HO 
3000 
5 9 i O  
I 120 
I n20 
990 
0 .  7 6  
" 
60 
57  30 
40 30 
3 4 6 0  
1475 
ILL0 
i H 5  
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
0 .  36 
5.  3 x  IO-^ 
0.  L i  
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